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Homecoming In Field House 
Both dances Homecoming: weekend will be held 
in the Field House. This change is to supply seats 
for those who want to watch. Students, their 
dates, and guests are asked to help preserve the 
floor and to not smoke or wear high heels on the 
jourt itself. 
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"The Big Ray" Headlines 
Homecoming Weekend 
BY MARTIN DAVIS 
Tiger News Writer 
On the weekend of Friday, No- 
vember 2, and Saturday, Novem- 
ber 3, the Central Dance Associa- 
tion will present the second dance 
weekend of the year. Featured 
for this weekend are Ray Charles 
for Friday night and Maurice 
Williams and the Zodiacs for Sat- 
urday night. 
Friday night's dance will be 
from nine until one, while Satur- 
day's dance will be from eight 
until twelve. Tickets for the 
first dance are $5.50 per couple, 
while they are $4.00 per couple 
for the second dance. Block tic- 
kets, which are good for both 
dances, sell for $8.50. Tickets 
may be purchased from any C. 
D.A. Junior staffer or at the 
table in front of the dining hall. 
The C.D.A. urges those who plan 
to attend to purchase the tickets 
before the night of the dance at 
the ticket table. For this dance 
weekend both dances will be in- 
formal, but all boys are asked to 
wear coats and ties. The C.D.A. 
wishes to express its apprecia- 
tion to the students for cooperat- 
ing with this at the Rat Hop. 
Ray Charles 
Along with Ray Charles on Fri- 
day night will be the Raylettes 
and his ever popular dance band. 
Students will be pleased to hear 
that Ray Charles will be on the 
stage for the entire performance 
except for about a forty-five min- 
ute intermission. 
The most amazing story in 
show business concerns a young 
man who has, despite almost un- 
believable odds, become tops in 
his field. 
The Ray Charles story began 
simply enough twenty-eight years 
ago in Albany, Georgia. Six 
years later the Charles family 
was living in Greensfield, Flori- 
da and the first tragedy struck— 
young Ray was blindness, com- 
plete and without hope for re- 
covery. 
The six-year-old youngster was 
sent to St. Augustine, Florida 
where there was a school for 
blind children and there he grew 
up. Actually, Ray Charles only 
got to grow up to the age of fif- 
teen before fate struck again. 
That year, both his parents died. 
Ray was blind and orphaned 
without a relative in the world 
at fifteen. 
It is at this point that the fan- 
tastic development of the Ray 
Charles' career began.   He   left 
the school and went out on his 
own. He had acquired some mus- 
ical knowledge and right away 
he got jobs playing around Flor- 
ida with a variety of bands. Then 
at seventeen the intripid young- 
ster decided the time had come 
to do something on his own and 
he organized his first trio with a 
bass and guitar to blend with his 
piano and his sax. 
That trio got as far away from 
Clubs Urged To 
Select Sponsors 
All clubs of Clem son are re- 
minded to start making plans 
for their selection of their 
sponsor for Homecoming. The 
sponsors for each organization 
will be judged for the Home- 
coming Queen. 
Each club should bring to 
the TIGER office the picture 
of their sponsor for Homecom- 
ing on Sunday, Oct. 28. It is 
hoped that every club on cam- 
pus will enter a selection. Late 
photos (after Sunday) will 
NOT be run under any circum- 
stances. 
its Florida beginnings as Seattle, 
Washington where Ray had what 
he describes today as his biggest 
thrill in the business. The Radio 
Show that the Trio had was a 
regular one, and they were the 
very first negro act to have a 
sponsored television show in the 
northwest. 
Ray Charles says that the first 
Trio sounded more or less like 
Nat King Cole's. Cole was the 
first great influence musically on 
The Charles' talents. "But", says 
Ray, "I knew I had to change if 
I was to get anywhere. I knew 
I had to develop a style of my 
own." The basis for what be did 
develop was his firm conviction 
that music should express peo- 
ple's true feelings. Sincerity is 
his watchword. 
According to Ray, with every 
bit of music he writes or per- 
forms, "I try to bring out my 
soul." His great success is evi- 
dence enough that he has accom- 
plished just that. 
Maurice Williams and 
The Zodiacs 
In 1955 a group of high school 
students participated in  a  talent 
show at Barr Street High School 
(Continued on page 6) 
Roving Reporter 
Student Poll Shows Unanimous 
Approval Of JFK's Cuban Stand 
RAY CHARLES 
Donations Wanted! 
Rats To Pay Debts 
Attention Freshman Class! 
You, as a group, have destroyed 
personal property amounting to 
$75.00. After the first pep meet- 
ing a group of misled students 
stormed the town and ruined a 
car parked on the street. This is 
serious! Serious enough to bring 
the consequences back to the 
Freshmen personally. This com- 
ing Wed., Thur., and Fri. there 
will be freshmen class represen- 
tatives asking for — and expect- 
ing—a donation from each 
"Rat" of 25c. Please consider 
carefully the extreme seriousness 
of this appeal and "dig in". If 
you answer this call like we 
know you are capable of doing, 
Freshmen Parking 
Freshmen may pick up 
temporary permits for Home- 
coming weekend at the Traffic 
Office located next to the Stu- 
dent Affairs Office. Cars may 
be brought on campus after 12 
noon, Friday, Nov. 2, until 7 
a. m., Monday, Nov. 5. 
STUDENTS WILL NOT BE 
PERMITTED TO PARK ON 
WILLIAMSON ROAD. Fresh- 
men may park in all student 
areas except Senior and Dorm 
lots. 
there will undoubtedly be surplus 
in the treasury. Provided no 
more incidents occur throughout 
the remainder of the year we will 
try to have a Freshman mixer 
at the end of the year. 
Thanks 
"Injun  Joe" 
Red Cross Plans 
Student Interview 
Miss Hazel Breland, Assistant 
Director Personnel - Recruitment, 
Southeastern Area, American Na- 
tional Red Cross, Atlanta, Geor- 
gia, will be at the placement of- 
fice to interview graduating stu- 
dents interested in various posi- 
tions in the field of welfare and 
recreation on October 29 and 30. 
Miss Breland said that careers 
in Red Cross are open to both 
men and women with the follow- 
ing general requirements: U. S. 
citizenship, good health, and 
world-wide mobility. Preference is 
given.to college graduates, she 
said. 
Because of recent increases in 
the armed services, the great- 
est needs at present are young 
(Continued on page 6) 
"Pool's Paradise" 
Opens Next Week 
By RICHARD ODIORNE 
Tiger News Writer 
On Nov. 1, 2 and 3, Thurs- 
day, Friday and Saturday nights 
next week in the Food Industries 
Auditorium on Clemson Campus, 
The Little Theater will present 
"Pool's Paradise" which is a sit- 
uation comedy written around the 
lives of a minister and the people 
JOAN McMINN 
around him. 
The play is being produced by 
Art Prestion, who is a Develop- 
ment Engineer at Saco-Lowell, 
and it is being directed by Bob 
Ware, who teaches Zoology at 
Clemson. He is also portraying 
the role of the Bishop of Lux. 
The play will feature Joan and 
Bill McMinn. Bill, who is teach- 
ing sophomores in Architectural 
Design at Clemson, will play the 
part of Reverend Lionel Toop. Jo- 
an McMinn, who is the choir di- 
recter and secretary to the assists 
ant pastor at Presbyterian 
Church, will play the part of 
Penelop Toop. Another member of 
the play is Sandra Stephen who 
plays Ida the maid. She is the 
wife of Chemistry graduate stu- 
dent Bob Stephens. 
Students and student wives will 
be admitted free on opening night. 
Admission for the second and 
third performances will be $1.00. 
There will be four plays this year. 
Curtain time for Thursday, Fri- 
day and Saturday night will be 
8:00 p.m. 
By F. A. LAWTON 
Tiger Assistant News Editor 
Students were polled after the 
statement on Cuba had been is- 
sued by President Kennedy on 
Monday Oct. 22. The poll showed 
a unanimous support of the stand 
taken by the President in spite 
of the reactions which could re- 
sult from this stand. 
Most of the students polled 
wondered why the administration 
had waited this late to make a 
positive statement on the vital 
issue of Russia's arming Cuba 
with large missiles.- 
As an ardent fan of President 
Kennedy, I feel he was right in 
the Cuban Crisis. 
Kenneth L.  Knudson 
(Class of  '66) 
We are all for it 100 per cent 
but we are scared we will get 
drafted. We're all backing him. 
F-3 Crew 
This is tremendous. It is about 
time he did it, if it is not too 
late already. I hope the reper- 
cusions are not too serious. 
John Robinson  C66) 
Personally I'm glad to see a 
firm stand by the government. I 
hope President Kennedy stands 
behind his decision. 
Samuel M. Turner, Jr. 
C65) 
I'm glad we finally have some-1 should have done long ago, since 
one in office who will stand up Cuba is only 90 miles away from 
Wings For Army National Scene 
Marking the return of the Army ROTC Flight Training Pro- 
gram to Clemson College, Colonel S. T. McDowell, PMS, 
awarded ROTC pilot badges to six cadets in a brief ceremony 
Oct. 15. The six cadets: Edward R. Bryan, m; Robert R. 
Humphries; William O. Martin; Robert E. Stukes; James W. 
Swain; Jay O. Phillips.    (Photo by Hamrich) 
First College Concert 
Royal Scots Greys 
Appear At Clemson 
As history has shown, the skill]of tradition,   will see,   straight 
for American rights. Should have 
been done long ago. 
Charles O. Blending, Jr. 
('65) 
I think if he carries it out it 
will be okay. In the past years 
we have backed down. This is a 
good proposal for we have been 
taking too much from Russia. 
Eddie Collins 
('64) 
This action is about two years 
too late. It should have been 
done when the Russians first be- 
gan to go into Cuba. 
Richard E. Harden 
Pretty "darn" good. 
Dwight Polk C66) 
John  Hensey Mixon  C66) 
It was good but he should have 
done it a lot earlier. Someone is 
going to have to back down now. 
Ron Reeves C65) 
I think   it   is   something   he 
Senior Class Film 
Any Senior possessing an 
8 mm camera and/or who 
would be interested in working 
on the production of the Sen- 
ior class film, please contact 
Tom Cooper in F-238 or Jerry 
Stafford in 9-417. 
our  shoreline,  although  it  may 
mean war. 
Larry Bliss C66) 
I approve of it, because it 
seems to be the only alternative, 
for us to take and still keep our 
prestige and freedom that we 
have been blessed with for many 
years. 
Patrick Hunt C65) 
(Continued on page 6) 
of the pipes in battle has put al- 
most as much fear into an enemy 
as the sight of advancing troops. 
A sound which the English (red- 
coats) had come to dread as late 
as the 1740's when Bonnie Prince 
Charlie was finally put to flight, 
will reach the ears of many stu- 
dents on Nov. 6. 
The Argyll and Sutherland 
Highlanders and the Royal Scots 
Greys have moved into battle 
while the pipes have played in 
places as varied as the fields of 
Europe, the Middle East and In- 
dia, but unfortunately in the 
eyes of some of the more confed- 
erate minded "Sand lepers", the 
pipes have not been heard as yet 
in the Southern States, with the 
exception of the attempts of a 
bunch of cadets who are-better 
known for their attack on Fort 
Sumter. 
The Americans, who are recog- \ 
nized in Europe as great lovers1 
from the Edinburgh Festival, one 
of the most stirring spectacles in 
the British Isles. The massed 
band of two Scottish regiments 
presenting marching drill and the 
sword dances which have been 
passed down among the Clans 
through the centuries. 
The Argylls wear, the blue 
and green government tartan 
kilts and, while their drum ma- 
jor wears the feather bonnet 
the pipers wear the Glengary cap 
without dicing and the bands- 
men wear an identical cap with 
the distinctive red and white Ar- 
gyll dicing or hat band. The 
Scots Greys bandsmen wear 
trousers and black bearskin head 
dresses, with the exception of the 
base drummer who wears a 
white bearskin presented by Czar the free exercise thereof. 
Sen. Talmadge 
Decrys Court 
Interpretation 
By SEN. HERMAN TALMADGE 
Senator, Georgia 
(Ed. Note: The following was 
sent to the News Editor at his 
request and is taken out of a 
portion of the Congressional 
Record, June 26, 1962. This 
column will be written each 
week on some important "Na- 
tional Scene" by a nationally 
known person.) 
For some 
years now the 
members of the i 
Supreme Court 
have persisted 
in reading alien 
meanings into 
the Constitution 
of the United 
States. Through 
in terpreta- 
tions which cannot be sustained 
by either the language of the 
Constitution or the intent of its 
framers, they have sought, in 
effect, to change our form of 
government. But never in the 
wildest of their excesses, have 
they gone as far as they did on 
June 26, 1962 when — in a gross 
distortion of the first amend- 
ment — six of the Justices de- 
creed that the voluntary saying 
of nondenominational prayers in 
public schools is unconstitution- 
al. 
It was an outrageous edict 
which has numbered the con- 
science and shocked the highest 
sensibilities of the Nation. If it 
is not corrected, it will do incal- 
culable damage to the funda- 
mental faith in Almighty God 
which is the foundation upon 
which our civilization, our free- 
dom, and our form of govern- 
ment rest. 
First Amendment 
The first amendment is so clear 
that any fourth grade student 
can understand it. It says sim- 
ply that: "Congress shall make 
no law respecting an establish- 
ment of religion,  or prohibiting 
Nicholas  1,   one  time  honorary 
colonel of the regiment. All Scots 
Greys pipers and drummers wear 
(Continued on page 6) 
Paul Yoder Becomes Life Member 
Of Delta Chapter Of Mu Beta Psi 
On Friday night after the Bro- 
thers Four concert Mu Beta Psi, 
National Honorary Music Fra- 
ternity here at Clemson, added 
the well known name of Paul 
Yoder, noted arranger and com- 
poser to the honorary and life 
membership list of the Delta 
Chapter. Mr. Yoder, who was 
here at Clemson to direct bands 
as guest conductor band day, has 
been arranging and composing 
music for school and college 
bands for the past thirty years. 
Mr. Yoder is a graduate of the 
University of North Dakota, oi 
Northwestern University and 
was recently awarded an honor- 
ary Doctor of Music degree from 
the University of North Dakota. 
He is also Vice-President of the 
American Bandmasters Associa- 
tion and a long time member of 
ASCAP, the American Society of 
Composers, Authors and Publish- 
ers. 
He is known throughout the 
country for his many compositions 
Folk Singers Make Smashing 
Success In Clemson Concert 
BY GERRY PURDY 
Tiger News Editor 
One week ago today a group of 
four talented folk singers came 
to Clemson. When they left the 
campus some five hours later, 
they had given one of the best 
concerts that has ever been given 
here. John Payne, Bob Flick, 
Dick Foley, and John Kirkland 
make up this group, known as 
The Brothers Four. 
Ever since the original an- 
nouncement was made about the 
concert last year, much work and 
planning was done by the Jun- 
ior Y Counsel, headed by Bruce 
Tyson, general consultant, John 
Lee, publicity, Alex Credle, phy- 
sical arrangements, and Norman 
Pulliam, tickets. Mr. J. Roy Coo- 
per assisted the counsel on all 
of their efforts. 
The concert itself featured al- 
most every famous song by the 
Brothers Four from Greenfields 
to Frogg No. 2 in addition to 
some very clever "jokes." There 
was so much applauding that the 
group had to sing many addition- 
al songs. The Brothers Four, in 
an interview with The Tiger and 
Chronicle staffs after the con- 
cert, said that Clemson's recep- 
tion for them was "far above av- 
erage"; they had played before 
larger audiences, but few ever 
gave so much interest. 
The whole concert was high- 
lighted for Clemson students be- 
cause the whole concert was re- 
corded in stereo, and after the 
regular show, the audience par- 
ticipated in a five minute radio 
program, which will be played 
all over the country. The Broth- 
ers Four are doing a series of 
five minute programs for Vice- 
roy cigarettes. 
Immediately after the radio 
program and additional songs, 
Dean Cox said that he was "very 
impressed" and would like to see 
more of this type of entertain- 
ment come to Clemson. He said 
that he would try to do some- 
thing about it in the near future. 
The interview after the concert 
proved to be most surprising. 
The Brothers Four are a group 
of "college students" anyone 
would want to meet. They were 
very interested in what was ask- 
ed them, and they ended up the 
interview by actually asking 
things about Clemson. The Broth- 
ers Four are all Phi Gamma Del- 
tas from the University of Wash- 
ington, where they each have 
around 30 semester hours to 
complete for graduation, which 
they plan to do when they get the 
time. 
It was amazing how easy it 
was to have them answer a ques- 
tion, because they never dis- 
agreed. They said that they have 
never really had any disagree- 
ments since they have been to- 
gether, which they said was main- 
ly due to their being Fraternity 
Brothers. 
One of the main "rumors" go- 
ing around the campus concern- 
ing the Brothers Four was about 
"restrictions" that some had 
been thought to have been put on 
them. The Brothers Four said 
that they had been approached 
by some colleges before their 
concerts about the possibility of 
refraining from some of their 
jokes, but when they told the 
jokes to whoever was asking 
them, they were allowed to con- 
tinue as "free" as they liked. 
(Continued on page 6) 
Songs plus jokes equals Brothers Four Performance.      "White    man    speak    with 
tongue  -  - steal our women, rape our buffalo."    (Photo by Groat) 
forket 
and published arrangements. He 
-s best known at Clemson for his 
arrangement of TIGER RAG. He 
made the published arrange- 
ments for such well known Broad- 
way hits as: KISS ME KATE, 
GYPSY, DO RE MI, CAMELOT 
and DAMN YANKEES. 
Also here for band day were 
Morgan Brenner and William 
Basden. For the fourth consecu- 
tive year Mr. Brenner acted as 
coordinator of color guard acti- 
vities for Band Day. In addition 
to being instructor of the William 
Penn High School color guard in 
York, Pa., and director of Penn- 
sylvania state champion all-girl 
color guard "Les Guillotiniers", 
Mr. Brenner is an adjudicator in 
the All American Association of 
Contest Judges, and is National 
Commissioner of Color Guards 
for the All-American Drum and 
Bugle Corps and Band Associa- 
tion. 
Mr. William Basden, of Cam- 
den, S. C, is president of the 
(Continued on page 3) 
Congress has made no such 
law. No member of Congress has 
proposed such a law. And, in the 
absence of such a law, the Su- 
preme Court is without author- 
ity to act on.the subject. 
In fact, a true interpretation 
of the spirit of the Constitution 
would hold that the Supreme 
Court, not the State of New 
York, has violated it. 
That is true because the effect 
of the Court's ruling to prohibit 
the free exercise of religion by 
the school children of the state 
of New York. 
Historical Fact 
The renowned and respective 
minister, Dr. Billy Graham, put 
the matter in its proper perspec- 
tive with his observation that 
the Constitution of the United 
States guarantees freedom of re- 
ligion — not freedom from re- 
ligion. 
No    historical   fact   is    more 
(Continued on page 6) 
Jr. Class Dinner 
The Junior Class of Clemson 
College has announced that 
they will sponsor a dinner be- 
fore all home football games. 
A choice of fried chicken or 
barbecued pork will be offered 
prior to the games. The meals 
will be served beside the Field 
House. Dates will be welcome. 
One dollar and twenty-five 
cents will be the price per per- 
son. This dinner will also be 
served before the game with 
Carolina. 
Poles Erected 
For Antennas 
By FRANK PURVIS 
Tiger News Writer 
Many of the students have al- 
ready noticed the telephone poles 
that have been erected outside of 
"B" section of the Dorms. It has 
come to the attention of The Ti- 
ger, that the students have not 
been informed of their use. 
Dean Cox, Dean of Student Af- 
fairs, had the poles erected in or- 
der for the students in section 
"B" to have a more convenient 
place to put up their radio an- 
tenas. 
If anyone has ever tried to tune 
in a radio station without the use of 
an aerial, they have found out 
what good reception we have in 
our dorms. If you walk around 
the dorms, you can see the mass 
of wires which make up our aer- 
ial system attached on every- 
thing that is above the ground. 
"We, here a Clemson, want our 
grounds to be as neat and as clean 
as possible. The wires which 
have been attached to the trees 
are   beginning   to   ruin    their 
shapes. Some of the trees have 
even been killed." 
Dean Cox went on to say that 
some of the trees around the 
Calhoun Home have historic ori- 
gins. "Daniel Webster and Hen- 
ry Clay both gave trees to Mr. 
Calhoun which are still on the 
grounds around the home. If the 
students in "B" section would co- 
operate and would take the an- 
tenas that are attacked to the 
trees and put them up on the 
telephone poles, it would be 
greatly appreciated." 
(Continued on page 3) 
Contest- Changes 
Miss Clemson Contest has 
made a few changes. There 
will not be a bathing suit con- 
test any more; it is being re- 
placed by a talent contest. It 
is hoped that this change will 
encourage more girls to enter 
the contest. This is the only 
change that is being made, all 
the other rules are to remain 
the same. 
The 
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Eef s Jost Groceries!!! 
/# Rat Rules" - Ho Ho Ho 
Last week brought to the fore the 
realization that Clemson actually has no 
"rat rules" on record. This means that, 
legally, the Rat Court and the High 
Court (on rat offenses) cannot require 
any rats to be punished. Legally, all 
block "C's" that have been suffered on 
the part of rats this year were cut with- 
out recourse to written rules or laws. 
Rats do not even have to wear rat hats! 
All of the traditions that rats are 
now required to perform — hats, rat 
service, shaved heads, etc. — are only 
tradition. In this time of legal actions, 
all such traditions, if suffered by rats, 
could be prosecuted by the administra- 
tion upon those students who caused 
this undue mental anguish and physical 
suffering on the part of the rat. 
Doesn't this seem ridiculous! Rat 
traditions are accepted as fact by the 
entering freshmen. They willingly ac- 
cept all rat traditions with an ingrained 
sense of humor and the wish to become 
part of the college and a Country Gen- 
tleman. Evidently such feelings are not 
good. 
Does this seem like an unnecessary 
request — that of wanting to continue 
the rat traditions, even that of rat serv- 
ice (a service which works no undue 
hardship on the part of the freshman 
as it is, at most, requested of them only 
once a week). 
*   #   * 
This problem reminds us of a fable: 
Once there was a king. He was not 
a real king; he was the king of a college 
(his fief). But he was not the real king 
of the college, he was the king of the 
students and their affairs; so let's call 
him "prince." He was the real prince of 
the students. Princes are good; princes 
are powerful; hooray for princes, we 
like them. 
But he was not a "god"; he did not 
believe in divine rights of princes. He 
did believe in gods; he had one. His 
god's name was "King"—good "King." 
He loved his god for all gods are all- 
knowing, omnipotent, ever - loyal to 
their own cause—good "King." "King" 
was a good god. He seldom threw light- 
ning at prince. When he did prince 
jumped—lightning hurts. 
Prince enjoyed his princeship — he 
was  a  good  prince.  Lightning  hurts; 
princes can be hurt. Princes also throw 
lightning—weak lightning, but even 
weak lightning hurts subjects, even stu- 
dent subjects (dense student subjects). 
Students are weak, they are surfs. 
They are coloni to books; hooray for 
books. Coloni have no rights; coloni do 
not like their position—it is low, it is 
lower, it is lowest. They revolt. 
They are nasty coloni but revolt 
works . . . maybe . . . 
Nasty coloni force a charter on 
prince. It calls for a "senate" ... ho, 
ho, ho. Prince laughs: "ho, ho, ho." He 
signs charter. Silly charter, ridiculous 
charter has sobriquet "constitution" (a 
big "C" would make it seem important, 
we will call it little "c"). 
Coloni read "constitution," elect sen- 
ate (ho, ho, ho). Prince smiles (ho, ho, 
ho), ok's senate (ho, ho, ho). Senate 
feels powerful, passes laws, innocuous 
laws. Senate feels more powerful, pass- 
es laws, quasi-innocuous laws. Prince 
is good (ho, ho, ho), signs laws, quasi- 
innocuous laws. 
Senate of coloni goes stir - crazy 
(they live at rural-rural-rural-college), 
passes nasty (to prince) law, calls it 
"rat rules" law (for benefit of lowest 
class of coloni). Prince is not happy (ho, 
ho, ho?). "King" is not happy . . .light- 
ning . . . ouch! Lightning hurts ... hurt 
princes hurt ... Prince is not happy 
. . . again lightning . . . OUCH! Light- 
ning hurts . . . hurt coloni hurt — too 
bad, so sad. 
But prince is good, yet lightning 
from above hurts . . . "rat rules" must 
go or lightning will hurt again (ouch!) 
. . . "King" still mad . . . 
Too bad, "rat rules," so sad . . . 
Coloni revolt . . . too bad, coloni, so 
sad . . .coloni revolt must go . ... 
no more coloni power (ho, ho, ho)... 
no more coloni "constitution" (ho, 
ho, ho) . . . 
no more coloni senate (ho, ho, ho)... 
no more coloni "rat rules" . . . 
no more happy coloni . . . 
Coloni unhappy . . . 
no nothing . . . 
too bad ... so sad . . . 
Revenue From Student Tickets Could Be Channeled Well 
In the past few weeks the pages of 
the TIGER have witnessed a bitter con- 
troversy concerning the athletic depart- 
ment's handling of the ticket distribu- 
tion for the Clemson-U.S.C. game. The 
opening volley was fired by TIGER 
Columnist Ralph Hood, who denounced 
the procedure which allows the selling 
(or reselling) of unclaimed student 
tickets and suggested that students pick 
up tickets even if they did not want 
them in order to hold down ticket sales 
(resales). 
In the following issue of the TIGER 
both Garry Boley, sports writer, and a 
student denounced students who felt 
that the game is not worth giving up 
part of a holiday. As in most controver- 
sies where both sides believe themselves 
to be 100% right, no permanent good 
has come of it. 
Now there is a compromise sugges- 
tion which was made to me by Greg 
Hughes, a Chemical Engineering Junior 
Sounds Of Madness 
from Clemson. In case the game is a 
sellout or near sellout (the only case in 
which the number of students attending 
can affect ticket sales), why doesn't the 
athletic department turn the extra rev- 
enue over to the Student Loan Fund of 
the Alumni Association? 
This is how the plan would work. 
Suppose that 4200 tickets were set aside 
for students for the Clemson-U.S.C. 
game but only 3800 were picked up by 
students. If the game became a com- 
plete sellout the price of 400 tickets 
would go to the student loan fund. Of 
course, if 400 or more seats remained 
empty there would be no reason for this 
contribution. 
If the athletic department is sincere 
when they say they are not trying to 
discourage student attendance this 
should seem reasonable to them. The 
occasion of a complete sellout is rare 
and, at most, 1% of the revenue would 
go to th« Loan Fund. 
F.L.G. 
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Point Of View 
"Pregnophobia" Cured By 
New Oral Contraceptive 
BY ZAUN B. GRANT 
Editorial  Columnist 
"If Vassar is to become the 
Poughkeepsie Victorian Sem- 
inary of Young Virgins, then 
the change of policy had better 
be made explict in admission 
catalogues." 
Thus, with these words by a 
Vassar student last spring, the 
national spotlight was suddenly 
shifted full-focus 
to the morals of 
college students. 
The detonator of 
the explosive 
moral contro- 
versy was Miss 
Sarah Blanding, 
Pre si dent of 
Vassar College. 
Miss Blanding, 
acting in her official capacity 
as president of a woman's col- 
lege and perhaps her conscien- 
ce-inspired capacity as keeper- 
of-morals of her young char- 
ges, minced no words in a 
speech before the Vassar stu- 
dent body when she declared 
that premarital sex relations 
were most indecent, most vul- 
gar, and constituted offensive 
behavior. She was also quoted 
as saying that any student who 
could not uphold the high stan- 
dards of the college in the 
morals category shold volunta- 
rily withdraw from school. 
Needless to say, the speech 
caused seismographic readings 
throughout the nation: women 
students rallied to decry the 
obvious presumptuousness of 
President Blanding. Oh, they 
chorused, how utterly gauche of 
Miss Blanding. No one could tell 
them how to conduct their pri- 
vate lives. 
In the polls of opinion taken 
later, quite a few dainty young 
ladies shucked their last rai- 
ments of morality, throwing the 
garments in the musty closet 
along side of the medieval 
chasity belt, knee-length skirts 
and other such antequated ac- 
cessories of femininity, and 
boldly said in few words: "We 
want premarital sex relations." 
Of course this is an over- 
simplification of the situation, 
but the quite serious and un- 
deniable fact is that premarital 
aex relations obviously have 
been given a quasi-seal of ap- 
proval by an alarmingly large 
number of Americans who in- 
fluence the thoughts and ac- 
tions of students. 
There are very few of Miss 
Blanding's ilk left; the last 
line of resistance in the intel- 
lectual world (besides, that is, 
the neyer-say-die clerics) is 
staffed by those who oppose pre- 
marital relations solely on the 
grounds that pregnancy, ille- 
gitimate children, may be the 
end result of such relations. 
Dr. Leo Koch, a University of 
Illinois prof, harboring illu- 
sions of academic freedom, 
spoke out in favor of sexual re- 
lations among responsible col- 
legians; but, at the same time, 
he warned rather strongly of 
the consequences of pregnancy. 
As an aside it must be added, 
though, that Dr. Koch's position 
with the University was short- 
ly and abruptly terminated. 
More recently, Dr. Margaret 
Mead, one of the world's fore- 
most antropologists, writing un- 
der a REDBOOK by-line said: 
"I believe that the real point, 
the central issue about premar- 
ital sex relations, is the risk of 
producing illegitimate children 
Talk Of The Town 
—children who from the start 
are denied the protection every 
human society has found it nec- 
essary to give.. And if girls are 
not to become the mothers of 
illegitimate children, or brides 
of hasty and premature mar- 
riages, they themselves need to 
be protected against their im- 
maturity, their own impulses, 
their curiosity." 
But now this last defense of 
morality has been shattered, 
rendered as untenable as the 
Siegfried line. The new wea- 
pon: Envoid, trade name for 
th e oral contraceptive which 
may very well revolutionize so- 
ciety. Approved by the Federal 
Pood and Drug Administration 
only two years ago, this potent 
hormone, proving nearly 100 
per cent effective, has attracted 
800,000 users. 
Enovid is available now only 
by doctor's prescription, but 
even here many students' wives 
are users of the long awaited 
drug. Most probably, in a few 
years, oral contraceptives will 
be as commonplace as cough- 
drops and aspirins. 
With the fear of pregnancy 
removed, what then ? 
Misconceptions Are 
Popular Over Frats 
Dexedrine Kids Demand Proper Recognition 
By RALPH HOOD 
Tiger Columnist 
I don't know how many of 
you have noticed it, but it's 
time to add another figure to 
the ever growing list of Clem- 
son Campus Characters. I'm 
referring, of course, to that 
fast growing group known to 
all and sundry as The Dexe- 
drine Kids. Yes, it's high time 
they were given a little recog- 
nition. 
Three weeks out of every 
month the typical Dexedrine 
Kid may be found almost any- 
where — the movies (Every 
time they change the feature), 
the television lounge, Dan's, 
the bridge table, telling war 
stories, almost anywhere you 
look. 
One word of advice, however, 
don't waste your time looking 
for    Billy    Dexedrine    before 
noon. He's still in bed. 
Dexedrine Kids all have one 
thing in common — they're all 
smarter than everyone else. 
Just observe one and you can 
see for yourself. You don't see 
him running off to class at 
eight in the morning. Why 
should he? He's smarter than 
the professors anyway. He's got 
something going for him. Why 
waste time studying every day 
when he can learn it all in one 
night? 
Then comes the fourth week 
of the month. Old Dexie's sit- 
ting there watching the Mickey 
Mouse Show when Bob hap- 
pens to ask him if he's going 
to take the math quiz on Fri- 
day. Dexie, who hasn't been 
to class in three weeks, comes 
back with, "Do we have a quiz 
on Friday? Guess I'll have to 
see my pill pusher." Then he 
returns to the excitement of 
Mickey Mouse. 
Fifteen minutes later Joe 
comes in to see if he has any 
poop about the physics quiz on 
Thursday. Dex sits up in the 
chair on this note, but relaxes 
when he hears that it will only 
cover six chapters. Heck, he's 
learned ten chapters in one 
night before. 
Dexie doesn't really get 
shook up until that night in 
the dining hall when he finds 
that he's also got a quiz on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, and 
that he cut a quiz that morn- 
ing in the course he was flunk- 
ing. 
Then a miraculous transfor- 
mation takes place. Dexie 
comes to life   and   turns into 
the diligent student. He bor- 
rows all the notes he can get, 
contacts his pusher, and starts 
cramming. 
Three days and three nights 
without sleep. My gosh! 
What's that monster at the 
foot of my bed? Oh, it's only 
Dexie, trying to steal another 
cigarette. Gosh he looks terri- 
ble. He's gone spastic, too. Oh 
well, he said he'll never take 
dex again after this week. I 
don't blame him. 
Finally the week of the 
tests is over. At last Dexie 
can get some sleep. But what 
does he do? Goes to the flick, 
of course. After all, he does 
have unlimited cuts in his Sat- 
urday classes. A man deserves 
a little rest after studying 
three nights in a row. Anyhow, 
he can study real hard tomor- 
row. 
BY   CECIL   HUEY 
Tiger Feature Editor 
Appearing in the Assistant 
Student Chaplain's article in 
last weeks TIGER was a sen- 
tence illustrating the warped 
concept that many hold con- 
cerning social fraternities. This 
sentence was as follows: "The 
fraternity man laughs at the 
Christian and the Christian 
scowls at the fraternity man." 
This implies that fraternity men 
aren't Christians, that athieism 
is a prerequisite to joining a 
fraternity. Be- 
hind this belief 
lies the idea that 
fraternity men 
embody all the 
faults associated 
with those who 
stray from the 
'"straight and 
narrow." To 
many, the fra- 
ternity man is an individual 
who disappears into the dim 
darkness at the fraternity 
house amid wild shouting and 
merrymaking to participate in 
pagan revelries until it once 
again becomes time for him to 
venture forth and allow the sun 
to fall on his sin-stained coun- 
tenance. This is a gross mis- 
conception. 
A fraternity embodies much 
that is held near and dear by 
the most devout Christians or 
any most upright citizen. 
Let's say the average frater- 
nity has about thirty-five 
members. How many non-fra- 
ternity students can say they 
have nearly forty friends who 
they would be unashamed to 
introduce to anyone, who they 
can ask any favor and don't 
mind being asked any favor? 
What student can boast forty 
friends close enough to be con- 
sidered "brothers"? The an- 
swer is none. The average stu- 
dent has three or four "bud- 
dies"   that he hangs   around 
with. Other than his buddies, 
he has only casual acquain- 
tances among the student 
body. The relationship he has 
with his closer friends can't 
compare to the relationship be- 
tween fraternity men. The ave- 
rage student has friendship— 
the fraternity man has brother- 
hood. 
Many of the anti-fraternity 
individuals cite the prevalent 
drinking among'fraternity men. 
However, the percentage of 
drinkers among non-fraternity 
men is nearly as high if not as 
high as the percentage among 
fraternity men. 
Perhaps the most frequently 
cited fault of fraternity men 
is their alleged unfriendliness 
toward non-fraternity men. 
This may be part fact but this 
idea is given more attention if 
present in a fraternity man 
than in another student. The 
unfriendly non-fraternity stu- 
dent is hardly noticed by any- 
one other than his neighbors 
even if he never speaks or nods 
to anyone. If he is noticed, he 
is soon forgotten, However, the 
unfriendly fraternity man is 
remembered because he is a 
fraternity man. However the 
percentage of "stuck-up" stu- 
dents is among fraternity men 
is probably no higher than the 
percentage among non-frater- 
nity students. 
Fraternity men are just or- 
dinary humans. They are not 
diabolically evil nor are they 
angels. A person has no more 
reason to condemn fraternities 
than he has to condemn a boy 
scout troop. 
One can't deny that many of 
the campus leaders are frater- 
nity men, yet they condemn 
fraternities. Fraternities em- 
body many lofty principles. 
Fraternities mean a lot. A fra- 
ternity is a way of life pervaded 
by friendship, brotherhood, and 
fun. 
Week's Peek 
PE Program Needed To 
Include Non-ROTC Student 
By BOBBY DYE 
Tiger Associate Editor 
Practically from its very beginning, Clemson Col- 
lege has been very much "athletic-minded" and has 
earned, through concentrated efforts in this medium, 
a very respectable reputation with those people who 
know anything about the school. The school as a 
whole is considered athletic, when the truth is that 
only a scant few actively participate in 
an athletic program of some sort. 
One of the most commonly required 
courses in the various colleges and uni- 
versities in general is a physical educa- 
tion program that lasts for at least two 
years and, in many cases, much more. 
This PE program found so commonly in 
the curricula of colleges is emphasized highly by 
those who include it and is developed to a great ex- 
tent for the maximum benefit to the students who are 
subjected to taking it. 
Clemson College has, since it was military at one 
time, excluded the PE program in the face of the once 
rigorous ROTC program that included every member 
of the Clemson student bodies of old. Since departing 
from that military system, however, and its great de- 
emphasis, many students enter and finish Clemson 
with no physical-type program at all. 
When Clemson entered this era of non-military 
type of educational system, the once daily drilling 
was reduced to a feasible once-a-week affair and 
progress in military was adjusted to fit a prog- 
ress in education schedule. Fresh from the mili- 
tary background still, students just plain TOOK basic 
ROTC with no ifs, ands, or buts. A student really 
had to do some wheeling and dealing to get out of it, 
in fact. 
Gradually, though, the situation seemed to soften 
until, now, it's almost no problem at all to avoid tak- 
ing the program if you aren't the military type. Any 
and every minor defect can be played up enough to 
convince the military department that drill ain't the 
thing. 
Most of these non-military types probably aren't 
against physical training, though, and would like a 
program of some sort to include them. If such a PE 
program were available, it would not only give them 
credit lost by not taking military, they could pick up 
many interesting sub-courses in such things as (ac- 
cording to typical PE programs found in other areas) 
bowling, tennis, riflery, archery, and many others. 
At the present time, Clemson claims an intra- 
mural program so wonderful no one could possibly 
need more, but the participation in this intramural is 
pretty slack and always will be since the most you 
can get out of the participation is just good old sheer 
joy. There's no time for that in college now, though, 
because there aren't any credits passed out for the 
participation and it must then be bypassed in the 
great drive for a hundred-and-a-half credits. 
With the funds set aside for this intramural pro- 
gram, there must be an abundance of equipment 
available for use by the students. It's no secret that 
there aren't many places for the students to use this 
equipment, but there will supposedly be a big, new 
building purely for the intramural activity of the stu- 
dents one day. 
Should this building actually be built, it could 
serve as a fine place for the origin of a PE program 
designed to help eliminate the "softening American 
generation," catch the rejects from the military sys- 
tem, and create a choice for incoming students be- 
tween military and lesser (?) physical training. 
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College Board Revisited 
DR. McGARITY 
Personality Profile 
Clemson's McGarity 
Campus Music Man 
By  BILL JACKSON | familiar tune. In 1950, the Tiger 
Tiger Feature Writer Brotherhood,   initiated   a   move- 
Hugh Harris McGarity is thejment to secure Clemson's own 
popular and personable professor I tune. The new tune that was ae- 
of music education here at Clem- cepted was written by Dr. Me- 
son. Many of the Clemson stu- Garity, and the words remained 
dents who are more musically in- J unchanged. This is the Clemson 
clined have known Dr. McGarity 
very well   during   their   college 
. careers. Others have only heard 
about this man who has made 
great strides toward raising the 
cultural standards of Clemson 
College. 
Dr. McGarity is an alumnus of 
the University of Georgia. He re- 
ceived the Bachelor of Pine Arts 
degree there in 1940 and the 
Master of Fine Arts degree in 
1946. During this interval, he 
held the position of supervisor of 
instrumental music in the Val- 
dosta, Ga., city schools for two 
years and spent three years in 
the Naval Reserve. While in the 
Naval Reserve, he served as 
choir director at the U.S. Navy 
Crew Flight School at the Uni- 
versity of Georgia. Immediately 
after receiving his Master of Fine 
Arts degree in 1946, he came to 
Clemson where he has remained 
ever since except for a two year 
leave of absence to work toward 
his Ph.D. He began his study for 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree 
at the University of Southern 
California and completed this 
study at Florida State Univers- 
ity. 
Dr. McGarity is married and 
has two children. His son Doug 
is a Clemson freshman majoring 
in pre-medicine, and his daugh- 
ter Maxine is in the ninth grade 
at Daniel High School. 
This man is a man of many 
talents.   Very   few   people   are 
' aware of the fact, but he and 
Mrs. McGarity give a large 
number of programs on dual 
piano. These programs range 
from heavy concert repertoire to 
the lighter more popular musical 
(selections. Also, during the sum- 
mers of 1951 and 1952, Dr. Mc- 
Garity was the staff pianist for 
the Fred Waring Choral Work- 
shop under the direct supervision 
of Mr. Waring. The first of these 
workshops was held on the Clem- 
' son campus in June 1951. 
This likeable professor also en- 
gages in a large amount of song- 
writing. He wrote an original 
melody as a musical setting to 
Longfellow's "Stars of a Sum- 
mer's Night." This was publish- 
ed by Sbawnee Press which is 
owned by Fred Waring. Dr. Mc- 
. Garity has also done a large 
amount of work on the Clemson 
Alma Mater. The words for the 
Alma Mater, which incidentally 
does have four verses, were writ- 
ten by A. C. Cocoran who was 
in the class of 1919. At this 
tjme, the words were set to a 
Alma Mater as it is known to- 
day. 
One of this professor's favorite 
subjects is the one which con- 
cerns Clemson's fight songs. Dr. 
McGarity has written three fight 
songs himself. They are "Clemson 
All Hail," "The Loyal Sons of 
Clemson," and "A Clemson Ode." 
These three numbers are includ- 
ed on a LP recording which was 
recently made under the super- 
vision of Mu Beta Psi. The Clem- 
son Glee Club is on one side of 
this album, and the band is on 
the other side. This record should 
be available to the public by 
Homecoming weekend if every- 
thing proceeds as planned. 
Dr. McGarity feels that the 
tune of "Tiger Rag" is very 
good for a fight song, but the 
tune does not lend itself very well 
to singing. He says, "We need 
a fight song that the students can 
sing along with the band. Also, 
the words of "Tiger Rag' do not 
exactly apply to an athletic con- 
test." Seldom do people stop 
long enough to remember the ac- 
tual words of "Tiger Rag." 
Dr. McGarity feels that we 
should keep "Tiger Rag" as one 
of several fight songs, or poss- 
ibly as a pep song. "It would ap- 
pear that from the above titles 
and from fight songs which have 
been written by others that we 
could make a selection of a new 
fight song," states Dr. McGar- 
ity.  "It is possible that if sev- 
Instructions: Do not cheat on 
any answer unless you absolute- 
ly have to. Eliminate all un- 
necessary guessing, as each 
wrong answer will be laughed at 
by those who grade your test. 
Remember that this test may 
well determine whether or not 
you are accepted by the college 
of your choice, so be sure to 
enter under "remarks" whether 
you are one of those blasted 
scholarship kids or whether you 
have that good old American 
money to pay. Lots of luck, fish. 
Part I. Basic Elementary 
Social Studies 
1. Considering educational 
values of each subject, what 
would you consider to be of most 
significant value to your young 
life? 
a. Ann Landers Column 
b. Bridge in 416 Easy Lessons 
c. Peanuts 
d. yes 
2. What do you consider to be 
the most stimulating problem 
facing America today? 
a. Education 
b. Sex 
c. Russia 
d. No 
3. Whom do you consider the 
most noteworthy in the quest 
for social progress? 
a. Male 
b. Female 
c. Other 
Part II. Mathematical Analysis 
1. If you had two Sin curves 
(2 sin 45 and sin 60), four mut- 
ually parallel cosine curves, and 
two parabloas intersected by the 
circle 4x2 plus 4y2 equals 16, you 
would have: 
a. A bunch of graphs 
b. A typical professor 
c. A relationship between Rec- 
tangular and Cartesian Coordi- 
nates 
d. A mess 
2. If a man and a half can dig 
a hole and a half in an hour and 
a half, how long would it be un- 
til his shovel broke? 
a. Depends on the size of the 
shovel 
b. Depends on the size of the 
man 
c. Depends on both a and b 
d. Depends 
3. If a mixture of 23% coffee, 
14% water, and 62% gin is ex- 
amined, you would find that: 
a. You have one percent left 
over 
b. You get 43 beans per drunk 
c. you aren't too thirsty 
d. you're In the wrong pledge 
class 
Part m.  Basic Chemical 
Analysis 
1.    If,    in the lab,   you were 
faced with  the problem  of de- 
termining the molecular weight 
of a certain substance, you 
would: 
a. phenagle 
b. turn in your lab apron 
c. pretend that you know what 
you're doing 
d. pretend you didn't know 
what you were supposed to do 
2. If a reaction is said to be 
spontaneous,  it would  probably 
be: 
. a. Dangerous 
b. Better to skip it 
c. Gaseous 
d. a, b, and c. 
3. Who would be considered 
the "Father of Organic Chemis- 
try?" 
a. Jungle Jim 
b. Dr. Jeckyl 
c. Boris Karloff 
d. Adam 
Part IV. Psychology 
1. What noted author is re- 
sponsible for the recent develop- 
ment in psychological analysis 
for delinquents? 
a. Al Capone 
b. Dr. Van Istenk 
c. Dick Tracy 
d. Nobody 
2. Which would you rather be 
or a duck? 
a. yes 
b. no 
c. other 
3. If up is related to down as 
down is related to out, what 
would in be related to? 
a. up 
b. elevators 
c. exits 
d. probably 
Part V. Historical Achievement , T 1
 Friday night. 
1. Had   Christopher Columbus 0f   the   free 
not discovered Alaska: 
Texas would be happy 
Remember the Alamo 
The    Mayflower   wouldn't 
Here one of the victims of the RAT COURT is seen suffering 
for her misdeeds.   Let's get to work on the cannon. 
Clemson Weekend: 
Wild And Wooly 
By EARLE SMITH rWhat he doesn't see Is a portion 
Tiger Feature Writer |of a girl's dress caught in the 
The    week-end    at    Clemson! closet door. 
usually begins about Thursday or     About   game   time   the roads 
PAUL 
(Continued from page 1) 
Carolina Music Educators 
Bandmaster's 
South 
Association, 
sion. He is a graduate of East 
Carolina and taught in the pub- 
lic schools of South Carolina be- 
| fore going to Camden, where he is 
! now conductor of one of the finest 
| bands in the state. People here 
1
 should remember this crack out- 
ifit performing here  at Clemson 
With the prospect 
week-end ahead, 
many an enthusiastic student (?) 
goes out to celebrate. He may go 
to Anderson to celebrate or may- 
be he just stays here at Clemson. 
night before. 
Nevertheless, 
a. 
b. 
c. 
have sunk 
d. Who threw the whiskey in 
the well 
2. The Fountain of Youth is 
located in: 
a. the White House 
b. Georgia 
c. the Alamo 
d. the ground 
3. The most notable Civil War 
era book was:- 
a. "There    ain't    no    Santa 
Claus" 
b. "Save   those   Confederate 
Green Stamps" 
c. "How to Win Friends   and 
Influence People" 
d. "Yankee Go Home" 
Part VI Current Events 
1. Who do you consider to be the 
most aggressive in world affairs? 
a. us 
b. them 
c. us and them both 
d. stooges for them 
2. Should we or should we not:in   their room   because   all the 
have given them tractors? j doors are locked.    He    becomes 
a. Technicians don't use trac- suspicious,  however, when after 
 
round-a-bout the stadium are 
filled with the fans walking to 
the stadium. Now and then a 
half-happy alumnus stumbles 
and the shutter of glasses is 
heard   when he hits   the pave- 
BY REV. CHARLES 
ARRINGTON 
Recenty I was talking with a 
friend   in    Seneca    who asked, 
"How   are   things   over at the 
Knowledge Factory?" 
"What dp you mean?" I asked. 
"Over at Clemson," he said, 
"we call Clemson the Knowledge 
Factory." 
Well, that was a description of 
us I had never heard before; but 
certainly it is a picturesque one. 
And, in a sense, this is what we 
are. A freshman comes in and 
we start him through the mill. 
He gets so much math, gram- 
mar, history and science and 
four years later he is a finished 
product with a cap, gown and di- 
ploma. He has gone through the 
"Knowledge Factory." In his 
brain is much information. 
But we can't leave him here. 
Around a school like this we are 
impressed not only with our 
knowledge, but also with our ig- 
nomace. How much does this 
knowledge tell us about our- 
selves, about beginning and end 
and purpose in life, about the 
why in addition to the what? 
When we see the confusion and 
uncertainty that learned people 
have, and the impasse that intel- 
ligent men have brought us to, 
we are impressed not so much 
with our knowledge but our ignor- 
ance. T. S. Eliot once wrote: 
Where is the Life we have lost 
in living? 
Where is the wisdom we have 
lost in knowledge? 
Where   is   the   knowledge   wa 
have lost in information^? 
The cycles of Heaven in twen- 
ty centuries '. 
Bring us farther from God .and 
hearer to the Dust. 
Is, perhaps, our ignorance 
more impressive than our knowl- 
edge? Are we really constitution- 
ally ignorant and thus built for 
revelation? Does the experience 
of the human race point to 
man's incapacity to redeem this 
ignorance without some help 
from beyond? Is truth really not 
something but Someone? 
Whatever he does, though, he[ment. Unperturbed, he awk- 
usually ends up going to classes; wardly gets up and stumbles on 
the next morning with a severe |his way shouting and singing 
headache or simply not going to I With the greatest enthusiasm, 
classes at all. Usually, by the • Everyone is happy because today 
time the celebrated week-end | the game is in Death Valley and 
arrives, the poor young fellow isjeoach Howard never loses a 
in bed with an ice pack on his!game in Death Valley — never 
head or else he is still lying on!more than twice in-a-row any- 
the floor- in the from the j way. 
Win, lose, or draw the major- 
Saturday   after jity of the fans are happy after 
classes there is a stir of excite- 
ment breezing over the campus 
because the week-end has just 
begun for the majority of the 
students. Young men with their 
parents or with their girl friend 
are walking about proudly show- 
ing off "their" campus and their 
rooms because it is open house 
today. 
The resident counselor is 
checking the halls and finds it 
strange that no-one seems to be 
tors 
b. Depends on what 
knocking on the door, he hears a 
eral fight songs were introduced 
to the students, one could be 
picked as the official fight song 
by popular acclaim." But Dr. 
McGarity still believes that we 
should have several fight songs 
which would come to be a part 
of the Clemson atmosphere. As 
was noticed a few weeks ago, the 
University of Georgia had sev- 
eral fight songs which were play- 
ed throughout the football game. 
Dr. McGarity is also dedicated 
to the service of the Clemson 
community. This is his eighth 
year as choir director of the 
Clemson Methodist Church; while 
on campus, he teaches Music 
Appreciation, American Music, 
and Piano. He is also the direc- 
tor of the Clemson College Glee 
Club. He enjoys working with 
students and finds it a "very re- 
warding experience." 
Dr.   McGarity   concluded   by( 
saying, "I feel that music plays; 
a very important role in charac- 
ter building and in preparing an 
individual for a well-rounded and 
fuH life." 
years Clemson-Maryland at last 
game. 
Also here to assist as twirling 
coordinators were Mrs. C. C. 
Fain, director of Fain School of 
Dancing here in Clemson, and 
Mrs. T. J. Land, a 1961 grad- 
uate of Clemson College and di- 
rector of Thorton School of Dance 
of Seneca, S. C. While at Clem- 
son Mrs. Land, the former Nan- 
cy Thornton served with the 
TIGER BAND as majorette for 
four years, three of these years 
as head majorette. 
In the opinion of many this was 
one of the finest band days ever 
witnessed here at Clemson. Band 
Day   1962   included   some fifty- 
four bands from North Carolina, 
1
 South Carolina and parts of Geor- 
j gia. All total there were about 
i 3,300   musicians   performing   in 
DEATH VALLEY BAND DAY. 
they're • feminine   giggle    from   within. 
DM-j raising. (Hell?) ; Hearing a bunch of voices sing- 
c. Should have given those men I ing wildly, seeing a brownish-red 
mules | liquid   running under the door, 
d. Should have given    those and hearing the clink of glasses 
mules men and the pop of a cork add even 
3. Is Mississippi wrong or right;more to his suspicion. When he 
a. Depends on who you are     is admitted   to the room,   how- 
b. Depends on where you are    ever, he sees nothing but water 
c. Depends on what you are     on  the 
d., Depends in bed 
the game. Actually, half the 
fans don't know whether they 
won or lost. 
The lines of traffic are formed 
as people begin their way home. 
Occasionally one hears the 
screech of brakes or the crash of 
fenders and of course the con- 
genial remarks issued by the 
drivers afterwards. 
Tomorrow will be a day of hard 
study for a few because their 
accommodating professors have 
assigned a big quiz for Monday. 
The professor always seem to be 
so understanding about that sort 
of thing. All in all, however, a 
week-end at Clemson is a sight 
to behold and treat in which to 
participate. 
POLES 
(Continued from page 1) 
In the near future it is hoped 
that a network of the poles will 
be constructed along "A" section 
where the same situation is oc- 
curring. The new rooms had en- 
gineers come and try to figure 
out a way in which there would 
be no need for aerials. The 
school spent several thousands of 
dollars to perfect this system 
and it is still not guaranteed. 
If each student would cooperate 
in this new plan for a more con- 
venient plan of aerial network, it 
would be greatly appreciated. 
Dean Cox would like to see all 
of the wires taken off the trees 
around "B" section and placed 
on the telephone poles provided. 
LITTLE Ji* AN ON CAMPUS 
"You Wh ASZg Wtgtfrt&HA\S*TeAMW0&'5TlJff TOO BUS— X 
IW YOU TO STOP SITTING NgXT TO EACH OTHg£ pupiNS &NK5.' 
floor  and  the two boys 
and under    the covers. 
^rik the Red had DO cnoTce-Dirt Vitafis with V-7 
wiU keep your hair neat all day without grease, py^ 
Matorafly. V-7 is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis® | " 
with V-7® fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness, 
keeps your hair neat aJJ day without grease. Try Yitalis today \ 
Frigidaire 
Appliances 
FRIGIDAIRE 
SERVICE, that is 
• Fast; neat, low-cost 
installation. 
• Prompt, courteous, 
skiltf ul service. 
• Frigidaire Precision 
Parts, _ 
Call on the folks who'd 
like to call on you! , 
(&D Appliance 
On The Square 
PENDLETON, S. C. 
VECEROY 
Football Contest No. 3 
(Closes October 31st) 
First Prize...$100?2 
Second Prize...$259° 
Ten 3rd Prizes...$1055c„ 
12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTEST. 
Four contests in all. . . New contest every two 
weeks . . . exclusively for the students on this 
campus! You'll find complete rules printed on 
Official Football Contest Entry Blanks. 
Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks are located ah 
COLLEGE CANTEEN 
ENTER NOW 
AND WIN! 
Not too Strong...Not too Light 
VICEROYS 
got the Taste 
that's riahtl 
O 1862. BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP. 
Also 
available 
in new 
Slide-Top" 
Case 
...for a life 
of pride and 
purpose 
Among the young people being graduated from 
college in these times, there are some who think 
and feel—perhaps a little more deeply than the 
others—about the world we live in, the future 
we face. They ask, "How can I make my career 
really meaningful? More than just personally 
rewarding?" 
And many of today's most successful young 
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these 
questions as officers on the Aerospace Team... 
the United States Air Force. They can tell you 
that no career could better combine the oppor- 
tunity for achievement—and the deep inner 
satisfaction of knowing that they are helping 
preserve the very future of America. 
How can you become an Air Force Officer? 
If you are a college senior and not currently 
enrolled in ROTC, Air Force Officer Training 
School provides an opportunity to qualify for 
a wide variety of career fields. The graduate of 
this three-month course receives a commission 
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Force 
continues its technological advance, officers 
with college training will move into positions 
of increasing importance. 
For full information—including the opportunity 
to earn graduate degrees at Air Force expense 
—see the Air Force Selection Team when it 
visits your college, visit your local Air Fore© 
Recruiting Office, or write: Air Force Officer 
Career Information, Dept. SC210, Box 805, 
New York 1, New York. 
U.S. Air Force 
FOR AMERICA'S FUTURE AHD YOUR 0WK...J0IM THE AEROSPACE TEAM. 
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Tigers Face Auburn After Losing To Duke 
Watch Out Glaze!! 
*v    ? 
Getting Close To The Goal Line 
-^f":- 
Coleman Glaze takes a pass from Joe Anderson for a Clem- 
son first down. The Duke linebacker has moved up and 
looks in a perfect position to really rack him. (Photo—Staf- 
ford) 
Duke Shatters Tigers; 
Parker Still Hampered 
By  FRED   CLEAVES 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Duke avenged last years de- 
feat to the Tigers in Durham with 
a painful 16 to 0 skunking of 
Clemson in Death Valley. And 
the Blue Devil doing the most 
damage to Tiger hopes, sopho- 
more Mike Curtis, wasn"t even 
around last year. The agile full- 
back set up both Duke touch- 
downs with his two key intercep- 
tions. 
Duke Takes Lead 
Curtis made a leaping catch of 
a Parker pass in the second 
quarter deep in Clemson territory 
at the Tiger 35. The fast full- 
back sped 20 yards to the 15 be- 
fore being stopped. Pour plays 
later the same Curtis plowed 
over from one yard out for his 
6th touchdown this year. Bill 
Reynolds converted and Duke 
had the Tigers 7 to 0. 
Clemson wasn't to say "uncle" 
that easily though and the Tigers 
stormed back just before the half 
ended. On the one yard line 
of Duke with just seconds left, 
a third down fumble by the Tig- 
ers was recovered by Jay Wilkin- 
son of the Blue Devils and Duke 
still had a 7 to 0 lead at half- 
time. It marked the third time 
this year the Tigers have lost a 
first half battle with the clock on 
the opposition's goal line. 
The fired up Blue Dukes start- 
ed off the game in an impressive 
fashion. They gathered in the 
opening kickoff and marched to 
the Clemson 2 yard line before 
Curtis's fumble was covered by 
Tiger Dave Hynes. The drive was 
featured by the running of half- 
back Mark Leggett. It was a 
good break for Clemson, Duke's 
fumble, but it wasn't too long 
before the fans began to realize 
it was to be the Tiger's only 
break. For Duke picked off 5 
Clemson aerials and recovered 
two Tiger fumbles during the 
afternoons work! 
Duke   Scores   Again 
To start the second half, the 
Tigers moved the ball good and 
reached Duke's 30 yard line. 
From here Anderson hit Coleman 
Glaze who appeared to have the 
pass, but it ricocheted into the 
arms of—that's right, Johnny-on- 
the-spot Curtis. He returned it 10 
yards to Duke's 30. Walt Rap- 
pold climaxed a 70 yard drive 
for the Blue Devils as he stroll- 
ed into the end zone from 4 
yards out. Reynolds missed the 
try for the extra point. 
Reynolds was to get another try 
however. For in the last quarter 
a Blue Devil drive, spearhead- 
ed by a 30 yard effort from the 
referees, ended the day's scor- 
ing with Reynolds field goal from 
the Clemson 20. The three points 
were to make no difference any- 
way; Clemson being shut out for 
the first time in Death Valley 
since Maryland did it in 1953 by 
a 20 to 0 score. 
Every time the Tiger's got a 
drive started that looked promis- 
ing, their old nemesis the pass 
interception or fumble would pop 
up to haunt them. Clemson ac- 
tually edged out Duke in statis- 
tics 257 yards to 246 yards total 
offense. This came compliments 
of sophomore Jimmy Bell who 
picked up over 50 yards for 
Clemson in engineering a last 
ditch scoring effort late in the 
game. He just missed on a home 
run bomb to Lou Fogle near the 
Duke goal line. 
Clemson Line Outstanding 
Both Clemson lines stood out 
even in defeat. All the Tigers 
battled hard up front and tackle 
Dave Hynes gave a supreme ef- 
fort. Bad news came out when it 
was discovered end Bob Poole 
had been injured for the second 
straight year. This time a shoul- 
der injury occurring which will 
probably keep him out of action 
for up to three weeks. Halfbacks 
Hal Davis and Elmo Lam turn- 
ed in good performances in al- 
most breaking loose on a few 
runs behind some good line block- 
ing. Jimmy Howard was also 
seen to throw a few key blocks 
on some good runs. And It was 
a Jimmy Bell-Lou Fogle com- 
bination that gave Clemson fans 
something to holler about in the 
4th period. 
But a Tiger victory was not 
meant to be; lady luck stacking 
the cards heavily in Duke's favor 
as Clemson mistakes turned the 
ball over to the Blue Duke's 7 
different times. And no amount 
of good playing could overcome '• 
these mistakes. 
By TOM RISHER 
Tiger Sports Editor 
Clemson lost their second game in a row last Sat- 
urday by playing giveaway with the Duke Blue Devils. 
Five passes that were intercepted and two fumbles 
that were lost were directly responsible for the Duke 
touchdowns, and probably deprived Clemson of a cou- 
ple too. Consider the fact that Duke only had to make 
a 15 yard drive for their first touchdown, and inter- 
cepted a pass to stop one Clemson drive and start on 
their way to their other TD and it's easy to see where 
the ball game went. Also consider the fact that the 
Tigers fumbled after they had made it to the Duke one- 
foot line and that the referees gave Duke most of their 
impetus on their drive for a field goal, and you have 
the story of the game in a nutshell. 
Penalties Are Getting Ridiculous 
There seems to be a double standard of refereeing 
going on in the South also. Clemson had two piling on 
penalties in quick succession that led to the Duke field 
goal, neither of which would have been called in the 
SEC games with Georgia or Georgia Tech. In one case 
the Clemson man hit the Duke player just as the Duke 
man hit the ground, and in the other case, he barely 
hit him at all. This would all be fine if it were called 
in every game the same way, but the people who re- 
member the Georgia game recall that the Georgia men 
seemed to pile on constantly. The same will be true in 
this week's game with Auburn. SEC teams do it and 
get away with it and call it gang tackling, while the 
ACC referees will really clamp down on a team like 
Clemson. The referees in the Southern conference 
must have a different set of rules altogether. The 336 
yards stepped off in the Furman - William and Mary 
game last week is really ridiculous. The officials must 
have thought it was the powder puff bowl, and out- 
lawed tackling. 
In Auburn this week, Clemson faces a team that 
must be rated as the Tigers' toughest opponent since 
they beat Georgia Tech last week, to remain unde- 
feated. Having also beaten Tennessee and Kentucky, 
the Plainsmen from Auburn have smashed pre-season 
rumors that they might have a weak team this year. 
They are led by one of the South's finest backs in 
Jimmy Buraon who went 57 yards from scrimmage last 
week on the first play against Georgia Tech. Clemson 
was shut out for the first time in Death Valley in about 
ten years last week, and have never lost three in a row 
in Death Valley, but they have an awful hard task 
awaiting them if they intend to keep this record un- 
blemished. Again, the Clemson followers are waiting 
to see if Jim Parker's injury has healed, and if he can 
regain his pre-injury form. If not the tough Auburn 
line will make things very tough for the Tigers, and 
it will be hard-going for Clemson to avert another!Tech to minus five yards rush 
shutout much less score enough to top the high-scoring tag in the first half. Auburn even 
Plainsmen. 
Poor Sportsmanship Seen by Clemsonites 
Last weekend at the Duke game, there were a 
number of boos heard from the Clemson student sec- 
tion for the first time in a good while. Although the 
students may be disappointed in the game or in certain 
players, it is no need to sit in the stands and boo. It 
only helps to make the player and team feel bad, and 
certainly has an adverse effect on the morale and per- 
formance of the team. If a team's own student body is 
sitting in the stands booing them, why should they give 
a damn whether they play well or not. No one seemed 
to remember or care that the Clemson students are 
supposed to conduct themselves as gentlemen all the 
time. In the future, we should try to support our team 
throughout the game instead of just the times that we 
are winning. 
Congratulations are in order for the fine freshman 
football team that came from behind to beat the South 
Carolina Biddies 18-9 in a game played in Columbia 
last Friday night. The Cubs now own a 3-1 record, 
with only a game with Georgia Tech to be played. 
Duke fullback Mike Curtis dives forward down to the Clemson one yard line.   He was stopped on this down but dove over 
on the next down.   This was the first Duke touchdown, and came after Curtis had intercepted a Tiger pass. 
(Photo by Stafford) 
Clemson Eyes Possible Big Upset 
As Auburn Seeks 5th Win In A Row 
BY FRED CRAFT 
Tiger Sports Writer 
It's Tiger against Tiger as Au- 
burn University brings its fine 4-0 
record Into Death Valley Satur- 
day. One Tiger (Clemson) has 
been clawed and wounded three 
times this year, while the Auburn 
Tiger has come through four en- 
counters without a scratch. To- 
morrow the wounded Tigers will 
try to get the best of the highly 
favored Auburn Tigers. No one, 
with the exception of this observ- 
er and a handful of diehard 
Clemson loyalists, give the Tig- 
ers much of a chance, but re- 
member — a wounded Tiger will 
put up a terrific fight. 
"Rebuilding" Year 
This year as usual Auburn 
coach Shug Jordan said some- 
hitng like, "well, we don' have 
much this year, rebuilding you 
know." One by one, Tennessee, 
Kentucky, Chattanooga, and 
Georgia Tech have tasted the 
supposedly "weak" Tiger's bite. 
After last week's game with 
Georgia Tech, it appears that 
Jordan and the Plainsmen have 
been "saving up" for the import- 
ant games. 
In the Tech game, Auburn play- 
ed a tremendous first half and 
held  a  17-0 lead,  while  holding 
scored on the first play from piled up 448 yards rushing as a 
scrimmage as halfback Jimmy: sophomore and has been equally 
Burson burst 57   yards   through! effective this season. 
the surprised Engineers. Auburn 
had to hold on the second half, 
but were not to be denied as they 
won 17-14. 
Auburn has a superior opera- 
tive at center in Jim Price, 215, 
but his helpers are all sophs. Oth- 
er  line   standouts   are    George 
Backfield Talent [Gross- 240 risM tackle, and How- j ard Simpson, 210, a rangy 6-5, 
Jordan has 14 lettermen re- ideal for snaring passes. Huge 
turning and a wealth of backfield ; David Hill> 345 teams ^^ Gross 
talent. At quarterback are Mail- ■ to g^ the plainsmen two fine 
on Kent, a junior, and sopho-' tackies. 
more,  Jim Sidle.   Both   are ex- 
two losses in a row. Clemson has 
everything in its favor tomorrow, 
nothing to lose and everything to 
gain. Mistakes have hurt the Tig- 
ers, the team has played hard, 
good football and the ball has got 
to bounce Cemson's way some- 
time. 
tremely capable signal callers. 
At halfback, Auburn is loaded 
with Jimmy Burson, George 
Rose, and sophomore sensation, 
Tucker Frederickson, a 212 
pound brute. Fullback is handled 
by the Rawsons — Larry and 
David.    Junior,    Larry Rawson, 
In the series with Auburn, 
Clemson has an 11-25-2 record, 
while Howard's record has been 
5-8-1. The Tigers have not beaten 
Auburn since 1951. Also, Clemson 
has never lost three games in a 
row in Death Valley and the 
Duke defeat last week made it 
The El Dorado Restaurant 
"THE CADILLAC OF RESTAURANTS" 
2921 N. Main St. Pruitt's Shopping Center 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Sammeth Drug Company 
WALGREEN AGENCY 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
BOB   SAYS 
FOLLOW 
THE LEADERS 
(or better 
yet — get 
there first yourself) 
TO BOB'S FOR 
Brookfield 
Blazers 
$25.95 
why more people smoke Winston than any other filter cigarette. 
Flavor does it every time—rich, golden tobaccos specially 
selected and specially processed for filter smoking! 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hardware - Sporting Goods 
"Serving This Section Since 1 885" 
Carolina Terrace Motel 
— Downtown   Anderson — 
TELEPHONE CAnal 6-3411 
Coffee Shop AAA 
We all make mittaket... 
ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE 
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND 
Typing erron never show on Corrasable. The special sur- 
face of this paper make* k possible to eras* without a 
trace—with just aa ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean- 
looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down 
at the keyboard, make no mistake—type on Corrasable! 
Your  choice  of Corrasable 
fight, medium, hoary weights and 
Onion Skin. In handy 100- 
sheet packets and 500-sbeet 
boxes.  Only  Eaton  makes 
Corrasable. 
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper 
■ATOM NFH coaroa ATIOH /jg) pinsmLD, MASK. 
■M^»wwi»»»a«M»»«a«aa»«ni    ■ 
PURE WHITE,   : 
MODERN FILTER i 
i ~~D 
PLUS i FILTER- BLEND UP FRONT 
O 196J B. I. Xernold* Trtieeo Comcur. Wioitw-l»k», ». «.   f 
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No One Asked Me But.... 
By HOWIE FISHBEIN 
Tiger Sports Writer 
. . . Have you noticed that the Clemson offense 
has not changed in ten years (two yards and a cloud 
of dust) . . . just saw the new Georgia field house, 
sure looks beautiful ... I heard the track team is being 
issued track shoes with the toes perpendicular to the 
heel so they can round the corners of the track a little 
better . . . after watching the game with Georgia, I can 
see why Big Daddy Frank is bald as an Eagle . .. Looks 
like the groundskeepers are putting vigero on the intra- 
mural tennis courts, more grass there than on the 40 
yard line at Death Valley. Coach McHugh is looking 
for more swimmers, anyone like to swim in our Olym- 
pic size bath tub? ... I don't know what all the fuss is 
about Gantt's coming here, everyone J know thinks 
he's a shirt . . . those comic book covers really attract 
the Clemson students . . . did you see the Shirelles on 
Saturday night, I heard they were on stage for a few 
minutes . . . After last week we should call IPTAY the 
"I Pray To Another Year" Club . . . Did you notice all 
the red eyed, glowing noses of the alumni, as well as 
the Clemsonites after the football game . . . What a 
bunch of good looking Georgia cheerleaders . . . Has 
anyone told the band that the Civil War is over, and 
they need new uniforms . . . have you heard that Wil- 
lie "Weejun" is going to enter the school along with 
Harvey Gantt ... I wonder when chopsticks will re- 
place the forks in the dining hall so we can eat our rice 
every day, Ah So! ... If the Tigers hit as hard against 
Auburn as they do in practice, the game should be a 
walkover the cripples, I mean ouch! . . . After watching 
Clemson at home for the last two weeks I think the 
halftime show is getting better, besides "Tiger Rag" 
and "Dixie," our band has also learned the "National 
Anthem," that's not bad for two weeks of practice . . . 
Oops, A Little Too Wide 
Tiger Halfback Mack Matthews 
Lou Fogle stretches in vain for a pass that was just a little 
out of his reach. A Duke player is moving up to make sure 
he did not go very far with it.    (Photo—Stafford) 
Mack Matthews has been one of the bright runners that has 
been an outstanding halfback for the Tigers this year. Ear- 
lier this year' he came close to the Clemson punt return 
record by going 88 yards with one.    (Photo—Lank) 
Mathews Adds Speed 
To Clemson Backfield 
By  JEW  GAUSS 
Tiger Sports Writer 
A couple of Saturdays ago, a 
number of Clemson freshmen got 
their first look at a Clemson foot- 
ball game, but even more so it 
was the first time since the 1960 
season that the student body as 
a whole were able to see a speedy 
explosive halfback in the person 
of Glen McMurray Matthews. 
With the absence of Jersey no. 
22 from the playing field last sea- 
son, it is a possibility that some 
students had forgotten about the 
man who compiled a very re- 
spectable 4.5 rushing average in 
his sophomore year, but for those 
who listened or saw the Wake 
Forest game, all past memorie? 
were quickly revived when Mack 
Matthews returned a Deacon 
punt for 88 yards and a Clem- 
son score. 
Before entering Clemson, Mack 
attended Lincolnton High School 
where he won a total of ten let- 
ters in football, baseball, and 
track. In 1958 he captained his 
Lincolnton High School football 
team to a 6-3-1 record. Also in 
1958 while an active participant 
on the school track team, Mack 
won the state 220 yard dash. 
With two years of football un- 
der his belt, Mack readily admits 
that college football is a pretty 
good step above high school ball. 
The fact is that the boys are a 
lot bigger and faster, and there 
are a lot more players, which 
definitely makes competition 
keener. 
Coming to Clemson on a full 
athletic scholarship,   Mack   gets 
Intramural Tennis 
Will Gel Underway 
On Varsity Courts 
The Intramural Tennis tourna- 
ment is expected to get under 
way soon. Entries have closed 
and a good tournament Is ex- 
pected. Play will be on the vars- 
ity courts behind the field house. 
Players are urged to come by 
the courts and see who they play 
and when. 
Dr. Gil Miller is running the 
tournament and hopes for good 
weather. Last year the tourna- 
ment was held up for some weeks 
-when a rainy spell set in. 
Seven Teams Left 
With Clean Records 
In Mural Football 
In the intramural football 
league, there have been some 
definite favorites to arise. There 
are seven undefeated teams at the 
time of this writing, although 
there is a good possibility that 
some of them will get beat this 
week. 
The undefeated teams are as 
follows: Abbeville Co., Dorm 10- 
4, Numeral Society, DKA Deac- 
ons, SAZ, KDX, and North 
(Continued on Page 6) 
For Your 
HOMECOMING 
Needs, Shop 
of Seneca 
Oconee Theatre 
SENECA, S. C. 
FRI., OCT. 26th 
"TOBACCO 
ROAD" and 
"THUNDER 
ROAD" 
— o   
SAT., MON. & TUES. 
OCT. 27th, 29th & 30th 
"THE 
NOTORIOUS 
LANDLADY" 
KIM NOVAK 
JACK LEMMON 
During The 
Foot-ball 
Week-End 
Enjoy Dinner 
At 
BOLTON'S 
RESTAURANT 
CLEMSON, S. C. BY-PASS 123 
Fast Service 
Tasty Food 
1«ow Prices 
all of his enjoyment out of foot 
ball on hot, sweaty Saturday's, 
and joins other athletes with the 
statement that there is "not much 
enjoyment in practice sessions." 
No one like to comment too 
much on losing games, but Mat- 
thews thinks that the Tigers basic- 
ally have a good team and are 
being hurt with injuries and bad 
breaks. 
Even though he is a little ap- 
prehensive to think about it now, 
Mack would like to have a go at 
pro-football. A contract would 
3ome in very handy in support- 
ng his 3 month old boy and very 
pretty wife from his own home- 
own of Lincolnton, Ga. 
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Auburn  over   Clemson Clemson Auburn Clemson Auburn Auburn Auburn 'Vjjhurn 
Baylor   over   Texas   A&M Baylor Baylor Baylor Baylor Baylor Texas   A&M Balyior 
Citadel  over  Furman Citadel Citadel   • Citadel Furman Citadel Furman CitLdel 
Nebraska   over   Colorado Nebraska   ' Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebrasjka 
Duke  over  N.   C.   State Duke Duke    ' Duke Duke Duke N.C.   State Duke* 
Florida   State   over  VPI Fla.   St. Fla.   St. Fla.   St. Fla.   St. Fla.   St. Fla.   St. Fla.   Sjt. 
LSU   over   Florida LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU Florida LSU I 
Kentucky   over  Georgia Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky Kentucky, 
Purdue   over  Io"wa Iowa Purdue Purdue Purdue Purdue Purdue Iowa 
Maryland  over  So.   Car. Maryland Maryland Maryland Maryland Maryland So.  Car. Maryland 1 
Miami over Air  Force Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami 
Minnesota  over   Michigan Minn. Minn. Minn. Mich. Minn. Mich. Minn. 
Mississippi   over  Vanderbilt Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi 
Pittsburgh  over Navy Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt Pitt 
No.  Car.  over Wake  Forest No.  Car. No.  Car. No.  Car. No.  Car. No. Car. W.  Forest No. Car. 
Northwestern  over  Notre   Dame N 'western N'western N'western X'western N'western N'western N'western 
Ohio  St.  over Wisconsin Wisconsin Ohio   St. Ohio    St. Ohio    St. Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin 
Oregon   St.  over W.  Ya. \V.   Va. Ore.   St. \V.   Va. Ore.   St. Ore.   St. W.   Va. Ore.   St. 
Texas  over  Rice Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas Texas 
Win.  &  Mary over VMI VMI Win.   &   Mary Wm.    &    Mary Wm.    &    Mary Win.   &   Mary Wm.    &   Mary VMI 
Cubs Rip Biddies; 
Prepare For Tech 
By GARY BOLEY 
Tiger Sports Writer 
If game statistics mean anything, the Tiger Cubs 
of Clemson College are twice as good as the Biddies of 
South Carolina. The Cubs ran their ground plays 
through the interior of the Biddies' line and gained a 
total of 292 yards. One five yard pass play went for 
a score, to account for all the Clemson aerial attack. 
During the time that the Baby 
Tigers were running wild, the 
Biddies could manage to accom- 
plish litUe more than half that of 
the Tigers. The South Carolina 
freshmen gained a total of 180 
yards. From game statistics, the 
Cubs should have doubled the 
Biddies' score. The Cubs won, 
18-9. 
... And Swift Starred 
For the Cubs it was a boy 
lamed Swift. Bob Swift, a full- 
back from Lancaster, Pa., romp- 
ed 108 yards past many a hap- 
less Biddie. Once during this 
ame he crossed the double 
stripes for 6 points. 
Halfback Ellis Dantzler play- 
3d a very impressive game be- 
fore the mostly partisan crowd 
ji Carolina Stadium. Dantzler 
gained 60-yards for the Cubs. 
Coach Covington "Goat" McMill- 
lan had praise for halfback Hen- 
ry Herlong as well as quarter- 
backs Jim Ruffner and Eddie 
Sullivan. 
A five yard pass from Ruffner 
to Clarence Duckett turned up the 
first touchdown of the game and 
sent the Cubs six points out 
front. In the second period Caro- 
lina capped a 53-yard drive with 
a six point reward to tie the 
score. The point after touchdown 
failed. 
Neither team scored in the 
third period, but the Biddies 
started to penetrate into Tiger 
territory. The Cubs held them 
tight on the 23-yard line, and the 
freshmen of Carolina thought it 
wise to kick a field goal. For 
their efforts they received three 
more points. 
The Cubs were not to be denied 
victory and again a Tiger team 
rose to the occasion. Bob Swift 
found enough running room to 
get the necessary three yards for 
the second score. Later in the 
final period, Jim Ruffner went 5- 
yards for the final score. 
Although the Biddies found it 
tough to stop the rushing of the 
Cubs, they obviously found very 
little trouble in rushing kicks. All 
(Continued on page 6) 
Basketballers 
Begin Practice 
"On any given night, I don't 
think there is a team in the con- 
ference we can't beat." In this 
fashion coach Bobby Roberts 
sums up this year's edition of the 
Tiger basketball squad. With nine 
returning lettermen and a reserve 
of promising sophomore talent, 
the hoopsters are anxious to start 
what appears to be a torrid year 
for the Clemson court quintet. 
Robert's charges moved into ac- 
tion October 15 and haven't slowed 
the practice pace yet. Tender 
feet, the problem that usually 
keeps the first two weeks prac- 
tice at a snail's pace, have been 
no problem this year. To combat 
the tender toots and to add to the 
overall condition, the squad ran 
cross country for two weeks be- 
fore the opening practice date. 
The starting five that surprised 
everyone by blasting their way to 
the finals in last year's AC 
tournament are back to the man 
this season. Jim Brennan of Penn- 
sylvania and Nick Milosnovich 
from Ohio formed the back court 
crew; Donnie Mahaffey of Geor- 
gia was at center; Woody Morgan 
of Hartsville and Mike Bohonak 
from Pennsylvania were at for- 
wards. 
With the addition of all AC 
guard Choppy Patterson, plus the 
services of four sizzling sophs, the 
Tigers shouldn't feel the loss of 
lettermen Tommy Mahaffey, Bob- 
by Benson, and Jim Leshock. 
Patterson, who bombed the bas- 
kets to the tune of a 16.4 average 
as a sophomore and a 19.0 clip 
his junior year, is at full speed 
this season. He was injured in an 
automobile accident and did not 
play last season. 
Forward Woody Morgan drew 
special praise from coach Roberts 
for his defensive efforts. "That 
Morgan, he'll battle you 'till the 
sun comes up under the boards. 
He'll knurl you." 
Roberts is hesitant to single out 
any particular all-around perform- 
er because, as he puts it, he has 
a "real good team" and he is 
quick to emphasize the word 
team. 
Facing a 24 game date and par- 
ticipation in the Poinsetta Classic 
and AC Tournament, the Tigers 
have the proverbial "long row to 
(Continued on page 6) 
HARRIS SPORTING GOODS 
"THE SPORTMAN'S CENTER" 
Clemson Highway TU 2-3391 
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
Clemson Men 
for the big 
weekend shop 
HEMS    SHOP 
Clemson - Seneca 
'S3 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT SEDAN '63 CHEVROLET BEL AIR STATION WAGON 
N0W...G0 CHEVROLET 
FOR ONE-STOP SHOPPING IN 03 
S EXCITING! 
This is about the best thing that's happened to buying cars since 
Chevrolet started building them—four entirely different kinds of 
cars to choose from at your Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping 
Center. If you're a luxury-lover, you'll probably want to go no further 
than those 13 plush new Jet-smooth '63 Chevrolets. Want to give your 
budget an even bigger break? Step over and see what's new with those 
10 nifty models of the '63 Chevy II. Or maybe you've been eyeing 
sports-car caps, in which case have a go at a sporty new '63 Corvair 
(8 of them, including three snazzy bucket-seat Monzas and those big 
Greenbrier Sports Wagons). There's even something for the all-out 
sports-car set-the daring Corvette Sting Ray. Picking a new car has 
never been easier. (Unless you'd like to own them all!) 
•63 CHEVY II NOVA 400 STATION WAGON 
MEW CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT COUPE '$3 CORVAIR MONZA CONVERTIBLE 
Jt's Chevy Showtime '631— See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Dealer's Showroom 
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word. We ministers and editors of 
daily papers have our work cut 
out for us. Upon us rests the re- 
sponsibility of preparing the 
minds and hearts of the people 
for this inevitable social change. 
What happened in Mississippi 
need not happen in South Caro- 
lina, and I am confident now that 
it won't. May God help us all to 
measure up to the greatness for 
which this hour calls! 
JAMES M. COPELAND 
Woodruff. 
Peaceful 
Preparation 
(Ed. .^s'ote: The following let- 
ter w$»s printed in the Green- 
ville /News, Monday, October 
15) 
I ncAice that Roy Wilkins, 
NAACP head, has stated that 
Soutfc Carolina will react to the 
integrating of her schools with 
less foolhardiness than did Missi- 
ssippi. He seems to feel that we 
have a saner leadership. I do hope 
a.-.d trust he is correct, for lead- 
ership is basic in this era of so- 
cial, religious and political 
change. 
It was   poor   leadership   that Dear Tom, 
brought Mississippi to near trag-:   T WOnder if this gripe is origi- 
edy. It must not happen in South nal or wnether it has been voic- 
Carolina, and it will not happeni ^ ^^ IVs about those ^^ 
if the public press, the Governor !ed    electrically-started    engines clearly   established 
and other responsible leaders ac- they j^ to the college's m 
chen. 
A Call For Quiet 
The Tiger is going to run a 
photo contest in connection with 
the big issue which is scheduled 
for November 24. The contest is 
aimed at providing a greater va- 
riety of photographic work for 
publication. 
The Tiger is offering a prize for 
the top two photos. First place 
will be $10.00 and second place 
will be $5.00. 
All pictures sent in will receive 
photo credit. When submitting 
photos, make sure that they are 
black and white glossy prints. 
We hope you will all take part 
in the contest. The deadline for 
the photo to be sent in will be 
November 10, 1962. 
cept the decrees of the courts and 
call for compliance on the part 
of all our people. 
We are on the brink of true 
greatness and I, for one, hope 
that all the people of South Caro- 
lina will determine to make the 
heart of the nation and world 
swell with pride, rather than sad- 
den with shame. In order to ac- 
complish this, the Governor is the 
key man. If he can keep his bal- 
ance and exemplify the spirit of 
Divine love, without doubt tbe 
Legislature, tbe school officials 
and all other constituted authori- 
ties will follow suit. 
The church and tbe public press 
have a tremendous responsibility 
in this hour of decision. There is 
power in the written and spoken 
SEN.  TALMABGE 
(Continued from page 1) 
than   that 
this was settled by men and wo- 
men   of great   faith   who were 
seeking a home where they and 
I would like to know just howitheir   polity   mlght   worship 
many of the residents   of   New|God to freedom. Every President 
A-section and possibly some    of o{ the United states from Wash- 
the barracks have been rudely 
awakened at 4:30 in the morning 
by that awful cranking of en- 
gines that won't start. This, of 
course, lust isn't from Monday 
to Friday — it's from Monday to 
Monday. 
I propose that something should 
be done about this disturbance 
ington to Kennedy has sworn be- 
fore God to uphold the Consti- 
tution and the laws made under 
it. Every member of Congress 
from the first through the 87th 
session has taken a similar oath. 
Both Houses of Congress begin 
their daily deliberations with 
prayers. A crier opens the ses- 
By OMMY H  
Thursday, October 18, there 
was a special session of the Stu- 
dent Senate. It was called by 
the Senate President Jerry Lom- 
inack, when it was learned that 
the    President's    Cabinet    had 
RED  CROSS 
(Continued from page 1) 
women to do casework and rec- 
reation with the armed forces and 
men to serve as Red Cross wel- 
fare workers at military installa- 
tions. Young women  selected  as 
recreation workers may serve in 
a clubmobile program in   Korea 
or conduct recreational activities 
for persons in military hospitals 
in this country and overseas. Ex- 
perience in group leadership, mu- 
sic, drama, art or handicrafts is time 
helpful, but sufficient training  is wear 
provided   after   employment    to!was 
vetoed the "rat rules" bill 
passed in the Senate on the pre- 
vious Tuesday night. 
The order of business was to 
determine why the President's 
Cabinet had vetoed the "rat 
rule" bill. Permission was given 
by the Senate to the president of 
the Student Body to speak. He 
stated that the reason for veto- 
ing the bill was that the Presi- 
dent's Cabinet felt that having 
the Freshmen wear "rat caps" 
for the length of time required 
in the bill was too long. He stat- 
ed that the Freshmen quieted 
down considerable when the "rat 
caps" came off. 
The Senate then passed a bill, 
introduced by Forrest Dixon, 
which contained all the pro- 
visions of the vetoed bill with 
the exception of the length of 
Freshmen will have to 
"rat caps". This part 
changed    to    require   the 
"The Big Ray" 
FOLK 
(Continued from page 1) 
They said that there was abso- 
lutely   nothing  mentioned   about 
"restrictions" here, as seemed to 
be evident from their program. 
The Brothers Four are very 
conscious about other folk singing 
groups in this country. They think 
that Joan Baez is really great, 
and they also like the Kingston 
Trio   and   the   Limeliters.   They 
such as:  obtain     superchargers ,sions of the Supreme Court itself 
for the   engines; hire    personnel j^ithJh.e declaration: "God save 
trained in   starting  such  mach- 
ines;   wait  until  a  decent  hour 
(7:30 AM) to start them; or dis- 
-_„. _* «.„™ „n- *i i and we smg the same words m pose of them altogether. ..     , .. _ !our     national     anthem.       Our 
If a petition is needed before | .<Piedge    of Allegiance    to the 
any action on this matter is ta-piag" has been amended to in- 
:the United States and this Hon- 
orable Court." Our coins feature 
the motto, "In God We Trust," 
make a general educational back- 
ground and an aptitude toward 
recreation suitable foundation for 
tbe beginning worker. 
To carry out its program of 
services in military hospitals, the 
Red Cross also employs as social 
workers young women with de- 
grees in social welfare, sociology, 
psychology, or related fields. On- 
the-job supervision is provided by 
professional social workers. 
The young men who are employ- 
ed as welfare workers by the Red 
Cross are assigned with armed 
forces personnel wherever 
ken, I'm sure there will be no 
trouble whatsoever in circulating 
one. 
Signed 
Charles S. Deich 
Class of 1962 (Jan. '63) 
A-638 
CUBS 
(Continued from page 5) 
three of the Cubs' attempts for 
think that one of the reasons Folk j extra points were blocked. 
music is so popular is because 
each performer has his, or her, 
own characteristics which makes 
them different from any other 
performer. 
What will be the future of the 
Brothers Four? They say that 
now that the name of the group 
has been established, they will 
always be wanted to give some 
kind of concert for quite a num- 
ber of years, even if folk singing 
dyes completely out. They are 
saving their money now to invest 
in a business in Seattle after 
they do let up on their tours 
throughout the country. 
Tbe future of the Brothers 
Four has also the possibility of 
some foreign travel. They have 
already recently been to Japan, 
and it is not hard to see that 
many other countries would ac- 
cept the Brothers Four just as 
Americans have already. The 
state department might even use 
them as a propaganda weapon. 
With the numerous concerts 
that the Brothers Four are doing 
now on many campuses all over 
the country, they are always sure 
to be asked about their future al- j 
bums. They say that they have j 
had a good response to their lat- 
est album, "The Brothers Four: 
In Person." They think that their 
next one will be along this line: 
they want to make a concert al- 
bum with excerpts from some of 
the concerts they have given at 
the different colleges. 
The Y Counsel was very happy 
over the results of the perform- 
ance. They say that preliminary 
estimates show that tbey did a 
little better than "break even" 
on financing the concert, which 
was their minimum goal in ord- 
er to think about another concert 
in the future. With the response 
that was given the Brothers 
Four, someone ought to be en- 
couraged to give another concert. 
Tbe night of October 19 will be 
remembered by at least every- 
one who attended the concert. 
The Brothers Four say they like 
to perform before college aud- 
iences more than municipal 
ones: they feel that college 
groups understand them and ap- 
preciate them more. The Broth- 
ers Four say that they would like 
to come back to Clemson Col- 
lege. 
(Ed. Note: This request sounds 
interesting: let's support it!) 
They'll Remember A Point 
The Cubs end the season next 
serve and perhaps will be better 
prepared for the positions if they 
have already had military serv- 
ice. 
Retirement, Social Security, 
group insurance, and annual and 
sick leave are among the benefits 
elude the phrase,    "one nation j provided  Red  Cross  employees. 
under God." All branches of the > An educational incentive plan of- 
Freshmen to wear "rat caps' 
until the home coming game, if 
Clemson should lose they would 
be worn until the next victory, 
or end of season if no more 
games were won. This bill passed 
21 to 16. 
In the October 23, 1962 meet- 
ing of the Student Senate, the 
Senate was told that the Dean of 
Student Affairs would not sign 
the "rat rules" bill presented to 
him. Because of this another 
"rat rules" bill was passed 
leaving out all objectionable 
jjjgy parts of the original bill. In the 
words of the author, Forrest 
Dixon, "this (bill) will give up- 
per classmen one week of heav- 
en". An attempt will be made to 
completely publicize this bill 
when it is signed by the Dean of 
Student Affairs. 
armed services have chaplains of 
all faiths whose salaries are paid 
with tax funds. Congress has 
enacted legislation calling on the 
President to proclaim a National 
Day of Prayer each year. 
I submit the Supreme Court of 
the    United States   on June 26 
violated every tenet of American has Plac«i us in a position from 
law and every principle   of the which it would be fatal to back 
fers opportunities for future pro- 
fessional training to those who 
qualify. 
STUDENT 
(Continued from page 1) 
I approve of his action but he 
spirituality of man. It has dealt 
a blow to the faith of every be- 
liever in a Supreme Being and it 
has given aid and comfort to the j 
Friday with Georgia Tech in At-1 dlscIPles of atheism by whatever 
lanta. Last year the Tech fresh- name ^^ may cal1 themselves, 
men visited the Cubs and after a I J earnestly hope that this un- 
long struggle returned to Georgia ; conscionable edict will prove to 
in defeat. Previous to this time jbe the event which arouses the 
tbe Techmen had been defeated!Amencan ^°Ple to demand 
by Georgia twice in nine years.'actlon by thea ele<*ed represen- 
The Cubs were the only other jtatives to Put an end once and 
team to accomplish this feat.lfor *" to the ever-broadening 
They were one point better off •>udiclal encroachments which are 
at the end of tbe game, 14-13.      destroying  freedom  and consti- 
^n_    m   ,.  ,    ,_ u rational   government     in   this The Tech freshmen   have   no co^™ 
doubt been told this story many 
times, and are most likely upset 
by it. This means nothing to a 
Tiger team that recalls tbe first 
varsity game of this season. Go 
Cubs, beat Tech and return as 
Tigers! 
Clemson 6   0   0   12—18 
Carolina 0   6   0     3—9 
BASKETBALLERS 
(Continued from page 5) 
hoe". Included in the schedule 
are second-ranked Duke and pow- 
erful Creighton of Omaha, Nebras- 
ka. Opening date is December 3 
with N. C. State, new home of 
former coach Press Maravich. 
The psalmist of old declared 
that "Blessed is the nation 
whose God is the Lord." I be- 
lieve with all my heart that the 
overwhelming majority of the 
American people will agree that 
that man of God was a greater 
authority on the subject than six 
politically motivated members 
of the Supreme Court of the 
United States. 
down. I just nope he will stick 
fast to his policy. This may or 
probably will lead to war. But 
war is not the worse of the two, 
backing down from every thing 
and to everybody is. 
David Pitts, Jr. 
It is a good positive action and 
should have been started quite 
some time ago. 
Simon Oduber ('64) 
Its about time he took action, 
but now it is too late and will 
probably lead to war. 
Roy Fowler C66) 
It is time that we did take 
open action because we haven't 
been too successful in stopping 
Communists threats any other 
way. 
Johnny Neville C65) 
I feel that President Kennedy 
has waited until the right time 
for action. He has tbe full sup- 
port of the country. Six months 
ago he would not have had this 
support. 
A Sophomore 
SLOANS MEN'S STORE 
FOR RENTALS FOR HOMECOMING 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
********* 
Fly Boys 
Change Uniforms 
The Air Force Blue will 
again beautify the Clemson 
Campus as Air Force Cadets go 
into their winter uniforms 
Thursday, Nov. 1, 1962 as an- 
nounced by Cadet Col. Carroll 
C. Bobb today. 
********* 
(Continued from page 1) 
in Lancaster, South Carolina. The 
group, known as the Royal 
Chains, went on to capture both 
first prize and standing ovations 
from the audience. 
With this stimulation behind 
them plus forty dollars which 
was borrowed, and an old automo- 
bile, they motored to Nashville, 
Term. The group's first recording 
endeavor was a song entitled "Lit- 
tle Darling" written by their 
youthful leader and pianist, Mau- 
rice Williams. This song was also 
recorded by tbe Diamonds and 
became a number one record in 
1956. 
Maurice and his group, then 
called the Madiolas, went on to 
tour the South and Far West 
where they became favorites with 
the colleges and universities. 
Their recording contract expired 
and by mutual agreement was 
be Friday evening before the 
not renewed. Since the company 
owned the name Bladiolas a 
change was necessary and the 
Zodiacs emerged. 
While playing in Columbia, S. C. 
the Zodiacs met the President of 
Briarwood Enterprises who intro- 
duced them to the President of 
Herald Records. Enthusiasm was 
great and tbe group was signed. 
Their first release "Stay," also 
written by Maurice, enjoyed 
smashing success and became the 
number one record in the country 
during November 1960. 
This same group will be on tbe 
Clemson campus singing their hit 
songs and providing the entertain- 
ment for the Saturday night 
dance. 
Tigerama 
Another feature of the weekend 
is Tigerama, an annual produc- 
tion put on by Blue Key. This will 
Ethyl Scholarship 
James C. Howard, of Greer, 
S. C, has been awarded the Ethyl 
or more skits put on by various Corporation undergraduate schol- groups on campus, the    Clemson 
dance. It will begin around 6:30 
or 7:00 p.m. Aside from the ten 
College Tiger Band will be pre- 
sented and cheering will be led 
by the varsity cheerleaders. For 
the first time in Tigerama history 
there will be two MC's. These 
are Gene Austin and Ed Alexan- 
der. Also there will be an in- 
crease in music in the form of 
folk singing combos and popular 
music. 
Another highlight of tbe ©vent 
will be the crowning of Miss 
Clemson College by Dr. Edwards. 
Over 15 hundred dollars worth of 
fireworks will end up Tigerama 
'62. Ten to twleve thousand peo- 
ple viewed the spectacle last (Continued from page 5) 
year, and this year's performance \ Charleston. Some of these teams- 
should be just as successful. A j are playing this week, and it is 
small admission will be charged j suggested that the students get 
for the performance. Tickets may j out and cheer for their football 
be purchased in the Dinning Hall. | heroes. 
arship at Clemson College for the 
current (1962-1963) academic year, 
the company announced today. 
Ethyl's scholarship at Clemson 
is part of the company's program 
of aid-to-education, now in it* 
26th consecutive year. In addi- 
tion to the scholarship at Clem- 
son, Ethyl currently is sponsor- 
ing 5 additional scholarships and 
18 graduate research fellowships 
at 20 other colleges and universi- 
ties throughout the nation. 
SEVEN 
WSBF Program Schedule 
ROYAL 
(Continued from page 1) 
i the kilt with the predominantly 
red Royal Stuart tartan. 
The concert at Clemson on No- 
vember 6, 1962 is part of an Am- 
erican tour by the 100 bandsmen 
and will give an accurate and en- 
joyable ensight into Scottish tra- 
dition and history. 
MONDAY   THRU   FRIDAY 
3:57—Sign   On 
4:00—Platter   Party 
4:15—Weather 
4:30—Top   NEWS   and   SPORTS 
4:45—Weather 
4:55—NEWS 
5:00—Platter   Party 
5:15—Weather 
5:30—Top   NEWS   and   SPORTS 
5:45—Weather 
5:55—NEWS 
6:00—Mostlv   Music 
6:15—Weather 
6:30—Top   NEWS   and   SPORTS 
6:45—Weather 
6:55—NEWS 
7:00—Mostly   Music 
7:15—Weather 
7:30—Top   NEWS   and   SPORTST 
7:45—Weather 
8:00—NEWS 
8:15—EDITORIAL 
8 :16—Stardust 
9 :53—NEWS 
10:00—Nightbeat 
10:55—NEWS 
11:00—Nightbeat 
11:55—NEWS   FINAL 
12:00—East   of   Midnight 
1:00—Sign Off 
WED.—8:16—PIGSKIN    PREVIEW 
THURS.—8:16—FRANK   HOWARD 
SHOW- 
SATURDAY    SCHEDULE 
6:57—Sign   On . 
7:00—Platter   Party 
7:15—Weather 
7:30—Top   NEWS   and   SPORTS 
7:45—Weather 
7 :55—NEWS 
8:00—Platter   Party 
8:15—Weather 
8:30—Top    NEWS   and    SPORTS 
8:45—Weather 
8:55—NEWS 
9:00—Folk  Party 
9 :55—NEWS 
10:00—Nightbeat 
10:55—NEWS 
11:00—Nightbeat 
11:55—NEWS   FINAL 
12:00—Sign   Off 
SUNDAY   SCHEDULE 
12:57—Sign   On 
1:00—Sunday   Cavalcade 
1:55—NEWS 
2:00—Sunday   Caralcadt 
2:55—NEWS 
3:00—Sunday   Cavalcade 
3:30—All America Wants To Know 
4:00—Allegro 
5 :55—NEWS 
6:00—Mostly   Music 
6:15—Weather 
6:30—Top  NEWS  and  SPORTS 
6:45—Weather 
6:55—NEWS 
7:00—Sounds   of   20th   Century 
8:00—NEWS   IN   DEPTH 
8:30—Stardust 
9:55—NEWS 
10:00—Nightbeat 
10:55—NEWS 
11:00—Nightbeat 
11:55—NEWS   FINAL 
12:00—East   of   Midnight 
1:00—Sign   Off 
Sore Money-Order Now!! 
SPECIAL   REDUCED   RATES.   ONLY 
□ AMERICAN   HOME   (8   months)     __| 2.40 
Q American Journal of Cardiology  (1 yr. reg. $11)    10.99 
□ Amer.   Journal   of   Clinical   Nutrition   <1   jr.)   _ 18.88 
□ American   Journal   of   Medicine   (1   yr.)      18.88 
D American  Journal   of  Surgery   (1   yr.)   ..._ _ 13.88 
NOW ITS PEPSI 
for Those Who Think Young 
BEAT AUBURN 
TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY 
Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Cola Co. — New York 
O ANALOG  Science  Fact A  Fict.   (1  yr. reg. 
□ Architectural   Forum    (1    yr.   reg.   17)    ..._  
Q Architectural    Forum    (2    yrs.)     
□ Arts.  &  Architecture   (1   yr.   ret;   $5.88) . 
D Arti   &   Architecture   (2   yrs.)   .   
O ARTS    <1   yr.   reg.   18.58)    _ 
D ARTS    (2    yrs.)    _   
□ Art   Direction    (1   yr.   rejr.   (8)    
D ART   NEWS   (1   yr.   rejr.   $11.58)    
□ ATLANTIC MONTHLY   (8  mot.  ret. $5.68)   
O ATLAS    (1   >-r.   reg.   $7.56)   
D CAR   CRAFT    (15    mo«.)      
□ CAR   CRAFT    (30    mos.)    
□ CAR &   DRIVER   (1   yr.  re*.  $5) .  
□ CAR   &   DRIVER   (2   yr».)   _ ,  
D Christian   Science   Monitor   (6   mos.   reg.   $11) 
□ Christian  Science Monitor   (1  yr.  ret;.  $22)    
D CONSUMER   BULLETIN    (9    raos.)    .  
D CONSUMER   REPORTS    (1   yr.)     
D CURRENT    (1   jr.   reg.   $8)    
O DOWNBEAT   (1   yr.   rer.   $7)     
D DUN'S    REVIEW    (18    mos.)    _   
□ ELECTRONICS   WORLD   (1   yr.  re*.   $5)    
D ELECTRONICS   WORLD    (2   yrs.)     
D ESQUIRE    (8    mos.    re*.   $4)    _____.._ 
0 EVERGREEN   REVIEW    (1   yr.   re*.   $5)    
□ EVERGREEN   REVIEW    (2   yrs.) 
$5)  _ 
$«) 
• DRESS TROUSERS 
$5.98 to $9.95 
• SPORT COATS 
$19.95 
• WASH TROUSERS 
$3.98 
Judge Keller 
CLEMSON 
CLEMSON 
Shoe Service 
DEAR VOTER: 
The oath taken by voters in the Democratic pri- 
mary goes deeper than the pledge to support the 
nominees of the party. 
The voter swears: 
That he is a qualified voter (did not obtain his 
registration certificate by fraud or deception); 
That he is a resident of the precinct at which he 
has presented himself to vote and is therefore not a 
"floater" or "repeater" going from box to box; 
And that he has not voted before in that election 
(which discourages dishonesty at the polls). 
In addition to the foregoing statements, the voter 
also swears to support the nominees of the party in 
the general election, which is a reasonable proposi- 
tion in itself. (Moreover, it is in the S. C. law and 
the rules of the Democratic Party, and the Supreme 
Court has never said it is unconstitutional.) 
And SUPPORT means return to the polls on Gen- 
eral Election Day (Nov. 6) and VOTE AGAIN—this 
time for all the Democratic party nominees that have 
been chosen! 
How can any citizen take this oath and treat it 
lightly? It is as valid and binding as the oath taken 
in any courtroom. 
■ 
Old People Of S. C. Are Not "Bums" 
MEDICARE, says Eisenhower, is for "bums and 
rieadbeats." (He is on free govt. medical care and 
draws a big fat pension check each month.) 
Ike is against MEDICARE. So is the Millionaires 
Club. They say to heck with the old people. "Me, 
Too," Workman is against MEDICARE also. 
Workman urges Republicans to "arm yourselves with 
axe handles" election day to keep election managers 
honest. Strong talk from a Conservative boy, and an 
insult to our efficient, public-spirited honest man- 
agers. They count the ballots honestly in S. C. 
The Republican party is no friend of the South—and least of all 
to the Southern farmer. As Alben Barkley once said, the Re- 
publicans want to "stabilize the farmers, that is turn them out 
of their houses and put 'em in the bams with the livestock." x x 
Ike killed 90Tc parity, raised interest rates, "golfed and goofed" 
while Russia took over. Cuba—he didn't have "tbe guts to stop 
it" says Pres. Truman. Workman is no friend of the farmer, 
R.E.A. or the farm program. He wants it eliminated. He is for 
the power companies. Against Hartwell Dam, Clark Hill, Santee- 
Cooper, Trotters Shoals. 
There is no substitute for experience. Even Ike says 
"Seniority makes good sense!" Vote on Nov. 6 for 
Sen. Olin D. Johnston and keep S. C. strong in the 
U. S. Senate. 
VOTE  NOV.  6—BE-tLECT  JOHNSTON  COMMITTEE, 
VOTE   NOV   6! 
RE-ELECT JOHNSTON 
Keep this Sincere, Capable, Sober U. S. Senator on 
the job for South Carolina and the Nation! 
Every day in the year the people of 
South Carolina are served promptly, ef- 
ficiently and with thoughtful considera- 
tion by Olin D. Johnston. 
Throughout his public career Senator 
Johnston has been a leader for Educa- 
tion—in the public schools and colleges 
—and for higher salaries for teachers. 
He believes in and works for good 
schools. His administration as governor 
gave our state the 12th grade in the public 
schools. 
Sen. Johnston works untiringly for all 
Veterans. 
Stands firms for the Southern way of 
life. 
Champion of—and often called "The 
Father of Rural Electrification" in South 
Carolina. 
Actively interested in the welfare of 
the textile industry, its people and the 
wage-earners in all of the state's indus- 
tries. Voted for increase in minimum wages. 
Active in all legislation and procedures 
that help our farmers. 
Seniority in the U. S. Senate is the 
key that opens legislative doors and pro- 
vides opportunities, protection and bene- 
fits to South Carolinians in every walk of 
life. 
Senator Johnston believes in and works 
for maximum benefits for our older people, 
through Social Security provisions that wift 
assure them comfort and proper medical 
care. He has love and compassion for our 
older people. God bless them! A serious 
illness, one big hospital bill can bankrupt 
a family. Sen. Johnston knows this and is 
for MEDICARE. 
As vice chairman, Senate Agriculture 
Committee, he fought to protect farmers' 
incomes, safeguard tobacco and cotton pro- 
grams, supporting ninety per cent of parity 
on basic commodities. 
He introduced legislation to reduce per- 
sonal income taxes. 
In the face of attack from the Re- 
publican administration, Senator Johnston 
voted to preserve and expand the R.E.A. 
program, thereby insuring continued smooth 
operation of Rural Electric Co-Op program 
in South  Carolina. 
He held hearings, sponsored legisla- 
tion, and obtained Agriculture Department 
orders giving tobacco farmers permission 
to sell loose, untied tobacco for the first 
time in 1962. 
He offered research legislation to pro- 
mote new industrial uses for crops and find 
new crops for farmers in South Carolina. 
He voted to increase Social Security 
benefits and offered bill lowering Social 
Security retirement age. 
Senator Johnston introduced and passed 
amendment to increase federal contribu- 
tions to old-age assistance without being 
matched by state funds. 
He voted increased appropriation to 
operate   school  lunch  program. 
He voted increased benefits for veter- 
ans, their widows and dependents of World 
War I, World War H, Spanish-American 
War and Korean War, and supported ex- 
tension of G. I. educational benefits. 
He wrote legislation enacted by Con- 
gress forcing Republican Administration 
to reduce interest rates on farmers' emer- 
gency loans from five percent to three 
percent. 
He successfully prevailed upon Presi- 
dent Kennedy to keep Donaldson Air Force 
Base (annual payroll $21 million) at Green- 
ville. 
He has always opposed "give-away" 
programs and foreign aid. 
Personally and politically a dry, Sen. 
Johnston has offered legislation to prohibit 
the serving of alcoholic beverages in the 
V. S. Capitol. 
Q FM & FINE ARTS  (1 yr. reg. 15)  So. Calif, area 
D FLYING (1 yr. reg. $5) ....    
D FLYING  (2 yrs.)  .    
D FORBES (1 yr. reg. 17.50)  □ FORTUNE 1 yr. reg. J10)   _   . 
D GLAMOUR (1 yr. reg. $5) _   ._ 
D GLAMOUR (2 yrs.)  _ _  
D GOODHOUSEKEEPING (2 rrs. reg. 
D GRAPHS (1 yr. reg. 117.50)  
D GRAPHS    (2   vrs.)    Internat'l   Graphic   Magazine 
D GUNS  &  AMMO   (1   yr   .reg.   15)   .  _ 
□ GUNS   &   AMMO    (2   yrs.)    ..' __„ _ 
Q HARPER'S   BAZAAR   (1   »r.   reg.   $5)     
D HARPER'S  MONTHLY   (1   yr.   reg.   $7) .   
□ HARPER'S   MONTHLY   (S   yrs.)    _     
D HI-FIDELITY   (15   mos.   reg.   J7)     
□ HI-FI  STEREO  REVIEW   (1  yr.  reg.  15)   _   
□ HI-FI   STEREO   REVIEW    (2   rrs.)    
□ HOLIDAY   (9   mos.   reg.   14.50)    _ _ _ 
□ HOT   ROD   (1   yr.   reg.   Sol  _ 
□ HOT   ROD   (2   yrs.)   __   
D HOUSE   BEAUTIFUL   (2   yrs.   rer.   110)    
D HOUSE  £   GARDEN   (1   yr.   reg.   56)     _ 
D HOUSE   &   GARDEN    (2    ITS.)    _  
□ HOUSE   &   HOME   (1   yr.   reg.   16)    
O LADIES*   HOME   JOURNAL   (8   mos.) _ 
□ LIFE    <«   mos.   reg.   14) „ .__ 
G LIFE    (1   yr.   reg.   15.95)    ..._  
□ LIFE     (2    yrs.)     .  
□ LOOK    (1   yr.   reg.   14)    _ . 
D LOOK    (2    yrs.)   
□ MADEMOISELLE   (1   yr.   reg.   15)     
□ MADEMOISELLE    (2    yrs.)     _ _   
D Manchester   Guardian   Weekly   (1  yr.  Airmail)   _ 
D McCALL'S     (9     mos.)     ._  □ MODERN BRIDE (1 yr. reg. 13)  .  
O MODERN BRIDE (2 yrs.) — ._   
D MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY (1 yr. reg. »5)  
D MOTOR BOATING (2 vrs. reg. $7.59) _   
D MOTOR TREND (15 mos.)  _ 
O MOTOR TREND (39 mos.)  _ —.  
□ THE NATION (1 yr. reg. $8)    
O THE NATION (2 vrs.)   □ NEW REPUBLIC (1 yr. reg. 18)  
D NEW REPUBLIC (2 yrs.) _     
O NEW YORKER (8 mos. reg. 15)   
□ NY  TIMES   West   Coast  Edition   (6  mos.)  
O NY   TIMES   West   Coast   Edition   (9   mos.)  
D NEWSWEEK (34 wks. reg. 15.50) _   
D NEWSWEEK (1 yr. reg. «7)  
D NEWSWEEK (2 yrs.)   _..____  
D PLAYBOY (1 yr. reg. $6)  - 
D PLAYBOY (2 yrs.)   
□ PLAYBOY (3 yrs.) .  
□ POPULAR BOATING (1 yr. reg. $5) _   
□ POPULAR BOATING (2 yrs.) 
$4) .... 
$6.60) 
15) . 
Senator Johnston's Seniority Is Just 
Like Money In The Bank For S. C. 
PHU.  WATSON^  SECY.—THIS  IS   THE  ELECTION  THAI  COUNTS—VOTE  >OY.  S 
D POPULAR  ELECTRONICS   (1   yr.   reg. 
□ POPULAR ELECTRONICS  (2 yrs.) □ POPULAR MECHANICS (20 mo». reg. 
D POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHS' (1 yr. reg. 
D POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY (2 yrs.)  
□ RADIO-ELECTRONICS (1 yr. reg. »5)  
D RADIO-ELECTRONICS (2 yrs.) _ _ .  
□ REALITIES    (I   yr.   reg.   S15)    —   
Q REALITIES    (2   yrs.—English   or   French)  
0 REALITIES     (3    yrs.)     .  
D READER'S   DIGEST   (1   yr.   reg.   »4>   .._ „  
D THE   REPORTER   (8   mos.   reg.   J3.50)   —   
D THE  REPORTER   (1  yr.   reg.   $6)   _  
□ ROAD  & TRACK   (1   yr.  reg.  $5)   _ —  
Q ROAD   &   TRACK   (2   yrs.)    
O SATURDAY   EVENING    POST    (50   issnes)    —  
D SATURDAY   REVIEW    (1   yr.   reg.   *7)   —  
□ SATURDAY    REVIEW     (2    yrs.)     _ — 
Q SCIENTIFIC    AMERICAN    (9    mos.)      
□ SCIENCE   &   MECHANICS   (1   yr.   reg.  *4)   —.  
O SCIENCE   &   MECHANICS   (2   yrs.)   —   
□ SECOND    COMING    (8   issnes)    —...—   
Q SHOW    (1   yr.   reg.   17)      
□ SHOW     (2    yrs.)        
D SING   OUT    (1   yr.   reg.   13.60)    
□ SING   OUT    (2   yrs.)       
O Ski Magazine   (2  yrs. reg.  15) Comb, w/  Ski Life 
O SKIING   MAGAZINE   (2   yrs.   reg.   $5)    
□ SPORTS  ILLUSTRATED   (1  yr.   reg.  19.75)  
□ SPORTS    ILLUSTRATED    (2   yrs.)     
□ SPORTS   AFIELD   (29   mos.   reg.   16)     
O SPORTS  CAR  GRAPHIC   (1   yr.  reg.  15)  
O SPORTS   CAR   GRAPHIC   (2   yrs.)     
G THEATRE   ARTS   (1   yr.   reg.   17.50)  
D TIME   (1   yr.   reg.   17.50)   
Q TIME     (2    yrs.)     _  
O TOWN   *   COUNTRY   (2   yrs.)   __  
G TV   GUIDE   (44   wks.   reg.   14.22) 
G US  NEWS  &   WORLD   REPORT 
G VOGUE   (1   yr.   reg.   18.50)    
G VOGUE    (2    yrs.—10    issues) 
FOR   Students Teachera 
1 2.49 
12.09 
12.91 
14.90 
15.09 
3.59 
3.50 
7.00 
5.09 
9.00 
CM 
9.00 
5.09 
8.99 
3.59 
6.99 
3.09 
5.99 
3.90 
6.09 
5.50 
11.09 
3.99 
4.90 
5.00 
5.60 
2.59 
2.59 
5.99 
2.09 
3.59 
6.59 
4.99 
2.59 
5.09 
5.99 
7.59 
3.09 
6.00 
3.59 
13.19 
24.99 
3.99 
5.09 
3.00 
3.59 
9.00 
3.75 
2.50 
5.09 
4.25 
3.90 
5.00 
6.99 
3.09 
6.09 
4.59 
2.49 
2.00 
2.98 
5.95 
3.00 
5.00 
3.59 
7.00 
8.99 
2.25 
1.39 
3.99 
2.59 
5.00 
3.99 
5.09 
6.00 
12.09 
5.99 
10.09 
5.00 
13.75 
20.20 
3.50 
5.00 
8.00 
6.00 
11.09 
14.09 
2.50 
5.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.59 
2.59 
5.00 
4.00 
7.00 
10.09 
16.67 
22.09 
2.97 
2.50 
4.50 
4.00 
(21   wka.)  
3.59 
3.59 
7.09 
3.09 
6.00 
6.00 
9.00 
5.00 
8.99 
3.59 
6.00 
3.00 
5.09 
3.09 
6.09 
5.59 
11.09 
3.90 
6.00 
5.09 
5.69 
2.59 
2.50 
5.09 
2.09 
3.50 
6.59 
4.00 
2.59 
5.99 
5.99 
7.59 
3.09 
6.09 
3.59 
13.19 
24.09 
3.99 
5.99 
3.00 
3.50 
9.09 
3.75 
2.59 
5.00 
4.25 
3.00 
5.09 
6.0O 
3.00 
6.09 
4.50 
2.40 
2.00 
2.98 
5.95 
2.00 
4.00 
3.50 
7.00 
8.00 
2.25 
1.50 
3.09 
2.59 
5.00 
3.00 
5.09 
6.00 
12.00 
5.00 
10.00 
3.00 
13.7S 
20.20 
2.75 
3.50 
7.09 
5.00 
9.00 
13.00 
2.59 
5.00 
2.00 
4.00 
3.50 
2.50 
5.00 
4.00 
7.00 
10.00 
16.67 
22.00 
2.97 
2.59 
4.59 
4.00 
7.00 
3.49 
4.00 
7.00 
4.50 
3.00 
5.00 
3.00 
4.50 
8.09 
2.59 
4.99 
3.00 
3.00 
4.00 
7.50 
2.98 
3.09 
5.00 
4.50 
4.00 
7.50 
8.98 
3.33 
2.87 
5.00 
10.00 
Educational   Subscription   Serrice,   1743   N. 
Hollywood   27.  Calif. 
Kenmore, 
Enclosed 
Sesd to: 
find   ».. ...for   the   shore marked   publications. 
Bill 
Name 
Address 
City   
I 
3.49 
4.99 
7.90 
4.59 
3.00 
5.99 
3.00 
4.50 
8.09 
2.59 
4.90 
3.00 
3.00 
4.90 
7.50 
2.98 
3.09 
5.99 
4.59 
6.00 
9.09 
8.98 
3.33 
2.87 
5.00 
10.00 
m«  □ 
Zone State    School 
Gift  from: G New G Renew G Teacher  G Student 
Address   _ —     City   &   State 
:J 
